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Representation or commutative algebras.
The structure space or an algebra.
The representation or a real commuta-
tive B*-algebra.
The representation or a complex commu-
tative B*-algebra.
Representation or Banach algebras by
ruTIctions continuous in the norm.
Properties or the structure space or
an algebra.
G.C.R. and C.C.R. algebras.
Representation or a G.C.R. and C.C.R.
algebra.
Representation or rings with Hausdorfr
structure spaces by continuous functions.
Representation or biregular rings us-
ing the theory or sheaves.
Representation or homogeneous C*-alge-
bras using the theory of fiber bundles.
The topology derined by a continuous
field or Banach spaces.
Representation or arbitrary complex
B*-algebras.
A unirorm field.
































I N T ROD U C T ION
The well known Gelfand-Naimark theorem enables us to re-
present a complex commutative C*-algebra as a ~ull algebra of
complex valued functions defined on its set o~ primitive
idnrl.l3 Yihich -is c2.1100. the e t.r-uc trur-e ;lllll.Ce; of' tho eclLobr:.. In
this thesis we are concerned with the generalization o~ this
type o~ representation theorem to non-co~~utative rings and
algebras. In order to prove the Gelfand-Naimark theorem, we
needed the Stone-Weierstrass theorem to enable us to show
that a subalgebra is actually equal to a fUll algebra of func-
tions. We shall see that in order to represent a non-commut-
ative algebra as a set of fUnctions ta~ing values in a vari-
able range, we shall need a suitable type of Stone-~eierstrass
theorem. This thesis can there~ore be considered as an illus-
tration of the application of Stone-Weierstrass type arguments
to the theory of C*-algebra representations.
Chapter I is introductory in-nature and considers the re-
presentation of real and complex commutative algebras. Any
results which are proved in text books will only be stated
with no proo~ being given. The set of complex algebras can
be considered as a subset of the set of real algebras and we
shall see that there are two different approaches to the re-
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presentation o~ a real algebra. Either we can try to extend
the type o~ results that are knovrn ~or complex algebras or
embed the real algebra in its complexi~ication. R.V. Kadi-
son [16] approached this problem using the ~irst method. Un-
~ortunately his paper is too long to give the proor o~ Theo-
rem 1.2.17 which shows us under which conditions a real Ban-
ach algebra can be represented as a ~ull algeb~a o~ real
valued ~ctions.
The second approach was ~ollowed by R. Arens and I, Kap-
lansky [1] who by considering the complexi~ication o~ a real
B*-algebra represented it as an algebra o~ ~unctions which
may be either real or complex valued. See Theorem 1.2.21,
Finally Theorem 1.2.8 shows us what conditions are nec-
essary ~or a real B*-algebra to be isometrically-*-isomor-
phic to a C*-algebra, In general a real B*-algebra is not
isometrically-*-isomorphic to a C*-algebra as C*-algebras
are necessarily symmetric and this is not the case with real
B*-algebras. The proo~ o~ Theorem 1.2.8 does ~ot use the
complexirication o~ the algebra whereas L. Ingelstam [14]
proved a similar result using the complexi~ication.
Chapter II is concerned with the representation or non-
commutative topological algebras by runctions with some sort
or continuity property. The ~irst advances were made by
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I. Kaplunsky [23J who considered functions or vector fields
0" defined on a locally compact Hausdorff.' space T taking
values O"(t) in Banach algebras At; • That is c: E II.At •
tet
The continuity property of' these f'unctions is that the map
t -+ JI 0"( t) II is continuous and 0" will then be said to
be norm-continuous. We cannot talk about continuity of the
functions as there is no topology in the range.
Theorem 2.1.12 shows us that there is a relationship be-
t~een the norm continuity of the functions und the Hausdorff-
ness of the base space T, where T is the structure space
o~ the algebra. Using the concept of a continuous f'ield of
Banach spaces a generalization of J. Glimm's [llJ Stone-Weier-
strass theorem can be proved, (Corollary 2.3.16) and hence
the representation theorem, (Theorem 2.3.19) for G.C.R. and
C.C.R. algebras, which have the property of having a compo-
sition series whose f'actors have a Hausdorff structure space.
In Chapter III we introduce a topology on the range
space B '= V At where the -\ are now C*-alge1.Jras. We
tet
shall be restricted to considering rings or algebras which
have Hausdorff structure spaces and the concept of a vector
field will be replaced by a section und we shall now be able
to talk of continuity of the sections cY. Initially biregQ-
lar rings are considered which have the very important prop-
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erty of having a locally compact, Hausdorff, totally discon-
nected structure space T. Using the theory of sheaves,
Theorem 3.1.11 shows us that a biregular ring is isomorphic
to a full set of sections with compact supports defined on
T , the structure space.
We then consider homogeneous C*-algebras which have the
property of having a Hausdorff structure space. We shall
need the Stone-Weierstrass theorem of Chapter II in order to
prove Theorem 3.2.4 which will enable us to prove the repre-
sentation theorem, (Theorem 3.2.12) for homogeneous C*-alge-
bras using the theory of fibre bundles.
Finally in Chapter ~T the ~uestion of the representation
of un arbitrary C*-algebra is considered. Unfortunately we
shall not be able to give all the proofs of the theorems as
the paper by J. Dauns and K.B. Hofmann [5J is rather long.
The concept of a uniform field is introduced and a type of
Stone-Weierstrass theorem, (Theorem 4.2.4) is stated which
will then enable us to prove Theorem 4.3.6 the sought after
generalization of the Gelfand-Naimark theorem for non-commu-
tative C*-algebras. The base space will not be the structure
space of the algebra but a completely regular space derived
from the algebra as for a C*-algebra the structure space is
not in general Hausdorff.
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To keep the physical len[th of this survey within reasonable
li:ni ts we had to omi t the proofs of theorems ';/hich are readily
~vailable in the standard texts. Specific referencea are
2iven in each case. For the same reason a few very lengthy
"roof's of results which have as yet only appeared in journal
articles had to be left out aawe I L, This occur-ed especially
in Chapter IV which is essentially based on the extensive
l\!e),10ir by J. Dauns and L H. Hof'mann [5J. In such ins tances
an attempt ',laS made however- to outline the ar;;Ul;1ents leading
to the main reppesentation theorems.
?inally I should like to thank Dr. Kotze, my supervisor,
for the tremendous amount of encouragement and help he has
given me, without which I feel this thesis would never have
been '.,ri t ten,
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The ~ollowing symbols are used extensively in the text:
IN will denote the set of' natural numbers.
JR will denote the set o~ real numbers.
L1+ the set of' positive real numbers.
¢ the set of' complex numbers.
iji the empty set.
C(X) the space of' continuous complex valued f'unc-
tions def'ined on X •
Crl(X) the space of' continuous real valued f'unctions
def'ined on X •
Co(X) the space of' continuous complex valued f'unc-
tions vanishing at inf'inity def'ined on X •












This is an introductory chapter about the representation
of a commutative real or complex B*-algebra as an algebra of
continuous real or complex valued functions defined on its struc-
ture space. Having shown that the algebra can be represented as
a subalgebra of the full algebra of functions, an appropriate
version of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem will be used to show
that the subalgebra is in fact equal to the full algebra.
The first section contains definitions leading up to the
concept of the structure space of an algebra. In the second sec-
tion it will be sho.vn that a real B*-algebra, whose spectrum
satisfies a given property, is isometrically-*-isomorphic to a
real C*-algebra (Theorem 1.2.8.) The question of the representa-
tion of a real Banach algebra is dealt with in this section and
Theorem 1.2.17 shov~s under which conditions a real commutative
Banach algebra can be represented as the full algebra of contin-
uous real valued functions defined on a compact Hausdorff space,
whereas Theorem 1.2.20 shows when a real commutative B*-algebra
can be represented as an algebra of functions, which may be eith-
er real or complex defined on a different base space. Finally in
the third section a representation theorem for a complex commuta-
tive B*-algebra will be stated (Theorem 1.3.6.)
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The S~ructure S£ace o~ anAlge~.
Let A be an algebra over a ~ield F, X a linear vector
space over F and L (X) the algebra o~ all the linear trans-
f'o rmat.Lons of' X into f.t.ae Lf",
A representation o~ A in
any homomorphism o~ A into the algebra
L (X) or on X
L (X).
is
The representation is called ~aith~l i~ the homomorphism
is an isomorphism. Ir F is either the reals or complexes and
X a normed linear space, then a homomorphism of A into the al-
gebra B (X) of all bounded linear trans~ormations or X into
itself is called a normed representation. In the case of a norm-
ed algebra, the term representation will mean normed representat-
ion. A representation or a normed algebra A on X , that is a
map T a ~ T is said to be continuous or bounded i~ 3 a con-
a
stant 13 such that IITs" <; 1311 a II 'if a 8 A.
1.1.2. Definition. A le~t regular representation of an algebra A is
a homomorphism L rrom A into the algebra of linear transfor-
mations of the vector space A into itself derined by
L x = a x , 'if a, x 8 A.
a
If A is a normed algebra then
J I L x J' ,,; II a II II x II => II L II ,,; II a IJ. Hence the mapa a











1.1.3. Definition. A left ideal ~ of an algebra A is said to be
modular if 3 y 8 A such that x - x Y 8~, V X 8 A.
In an algebra A every modular ideal is contained in a
maximal modular ideal and if A is a Banach algebra, then every
maximal modular ideal is closed. Hence if A is a Banach al-
gebra then the quotient AIM, where M is any maximal modular
ideal is again a Banach algebra.
linear vector spacesLet A be an algebra X(1) , X (2)
and T(l) ,T(2) representations of A




1.1. 4. and are lgebraically equivalent, pro-
vided 3 a one to one linear transformation U mapping ')((2)
onto x(l) such that T(l) u = u T(2) V a 8 A. If we are deal-a a ,
ing with no~ned representations and U is a homeomorphism be-
tween the normed linear spaces x(l) and X(2) then the two
representations are said to be topologically eQuivalent.
1.1.5. D~fjnition. A linear sUbspace V of X is suid to be invari-
ant with respect to B a subalgebra of L (X) if
T ( V ) C V, V T 8 B.
Let Z 8 X
1. (x ) ,
and x = ! TiT 8 B l, B a Bubalgebra ofz z
1.1.6. If 3 z 8 X such that ')( = x.,z then B is said
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to be strictly cyclic and if in the normed case X = X , that isz
the closure of 1<.z equals X , then B is said to be topologic-
ally cyclic. In the first case z is called a strictly cyclic
vector, and in the second a topologically cyclic vector.
1.1.7. ~ofinition. B is said to be strictly irreducible, provided
(0) and X are the only invariant subspaces and in the normed
case B is said to be topologically irreducible. provided (0)
and X are the only closed invariant sUbspaces.
Hence B is strictly (topologically) irreducible iff every
non-zero vector in X is strictly (topologically) cyclic.
Let ~ be a left ideal in the algebra A and consider the
rGpresentation of A obtained by restricting to the
Now consider the representation
ideal ~ the left regular representation a ~ La of A. This
representation is called the left regular representation on ~ •
a ~ LJ\I~ which is induced
a
on the space A/~ by the left regular representation of A.
That Ls LA/~x' = (L)' ( )''''''' A/ ThO~ _ x = a x • v X € ~. ~s represen-
a a
tation is called the left regular representation on A/~ and
the kernel of this representation is the set !k sA; k A S~l.
1.1.8. DeSi~jtion. The quotient of the ideal ~ will be donoted by
~: A = !k e A ; k A S -r1 • Tliilll is equal to the kernel of the











We now come to the definition of the primitive ideal of an
algebra.
1.1.9. Definition. An ideal P is said to be primitive if it is the
,~uotient of a maximal modular left ideal.
1.1.10. ~~f~~~tion. An algebra A is said to be primitive if the zero
ideal is primitive.
N. Jacobson [15] proves that an ideal in an algebra A
is primitive whether A is considersd to be an algebra or a
ring, hence we have the following characterisation of a primi-
tive ideal.
1.1.11. Er.£Q9sit~££. In an algebra A the following statements are
equivalent.
(i) P is a primitive ideal.
(ii) AlP is a primitive algebra.
(iii) P is the kernel of a strictly irreducible represen-
tation.
See N. Jacobson [15].
We have the following characterisation for a primitive al-
gebra.
1.1.12. rro~~~l~ion. An algebra A is primitive iff A has a faith-
ful irreducible representation.
See C.E~ Rickart [29].
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We shall now state some very use~ul properties o~ primitive
ideals.
1.1.13. T~eorern. A an algebra then:
Bvery maximal modular ideal is primitive.( i )
(ii ) P a primitive ideal and ~l' ~2 le~t ideals such
that ~l ~2 S P then either ~l S P or ~2 S P.
(iii) I~ A is commutative then an ideal is primitive i~f it
is maximal modular.
(iv) When A is a Banach algebra, every primitive ideal is
closed.
See a.E. Rickart [29].
The following is a characterisation of the radical which
will be used in later chapters.
1.1.14. D~initiqn. The radical R of an algebra A is e~ual to the
intersection of the kernels o~ all strictly irreducible represen-
tations of A I~ R = (0) then A is said to be semi-simple
and if R = A then A is said to be a radical algebra.
(i) I~ A is not a radical alge~ra then R equals the in-
tersection o~ all the primitive ideals of A which e-
quals the intersection o~ all the maximal modular ideals
of A.
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(ii) R is the minimal ideal containing all the le~t (right)
ideals all o~ whose elements are left (right) quasi-
regular. Hence there can exist no non-zero idempoGent
in the radical R o~ A.
See C.E. Rickart [29!].
In the ~ollowing Prim(A) will denote the set o~ primi-
tive ideals o~ an algebra A and M(A) the set o~ maximal mod-
ular ideals of A.
We shall now introduce a topology on Prim(A) called the
hull-kernel topology.
1.1.16. Proposition. For T a subset o~ Prim(A) let k(T) the ker-
nel o~ T denote the intersection of the elements o~ T and
~or F a subset o~ A let h(F) the hull of F denote the
set o~ primitive ideals of A containing F. In terms of hulls






Define for any T C Prim(A) , T = h(k(T»
11 = <P
T C T 'if T C prim(A).
if = T 'if T C Pri;;J(A).
"ifl U 1'2 = 'ij\ U T2 'if "i ' T2 C Prim(A).
then
Thus T + T is a closure operation in Prim(A) and the
unique topology defined by this closure operation is called the
hull-kernel topology. Prim(A) with this hull-kernel topology
See C.D. Rickart [29].
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Therefore a set U C Prim(A) is open iff
V P 8 Prim(A) , 3 b 8 A such that b t P but b belongs to e-
very ideal contained in the complement of U.
1.1.17. PrJW2sition. If A is an algebra with an identity then Prim(A)
is compact.
See C.E. Rickart [29).
1.1.16. ~~fjniti2~. Prim(A) with the hull-kernel topology is called the
structure space of A.
Some authors refer to this space as the spectrum, for example
J. Dixmier and others, as the du l space, for example J.M.G. Fell.
1.2.1. D~fj~~t~o~. Let A be an algebra over F (either the real or
complex field). Then involution in A is a mapping x ~ x~ of A




(xx )» = ~x*
(ii)
(iv)
(x + y)" = x* + y*
(xy)':' = y*x*.
The algebra is then called an involution algebra. If A is
a normed algebra and II x* f I = II x II , V x e A then A is call-
ed a normed involution algebra.
1.2.2. pefinition. A real ( complex) B':-algebra A is a Banach invol-
ution algebra A over the reals ( the complexes ) such that
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C (ll) will denote the space o~ continuous complex valuedo
~unctions vanishing at in~inity de~ined on II a locally compact
Hau.edo r-f'f' space.
CR(ll) will denote the space o~ continuous real valued ~unc­o
tions vanishine at in~inity de~ined on II a locally compact Haus-
do r-f'f' space.
B(H) will denote the space o~ bounded linear operators ~rom
a Hilbert space H into itsel~.
( i )
(ii )
CR(ll) is a real B'i.-algebra with involution ~* = ~,0
V f' e C~(ll) .
Co(ll) is a complex B'"-algebra with involution ~., = ~,
V r e co(n).
(iii) B(H) with involution T* the adjoint of Te B(H) is
1.2.3. Qe~i~ition. A C~-alfebra is a uni~ormly closed sel~-adjoint
sub algebra of B( II) over the reals or the comp Lexe a ,
Every C*-algebra is a B*-algebra and in the complex case it
can be shown that every B*-al~sbra is isometrically -*- isomor-
phic to a C~'-algebra, hence complex B*-algebras are sometimes
cQlled abstract C*-algebras. We shall now show that under sUit-
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able conditions a real B*-algebra is isometrically -*- isomorphic
to a real C*-algebra.
1.2.4. pe~inition. A an involution algebra, H a Hilbert space then a
representation o~ A is a *- honomorphism T o~ A into B(H).
That is Tx * = (~)*, ~ X £ A.
The dimension o~ T denoted by dim T is the dimension o~
the Hilbert space H , and H is called the space o~ T and is
denoted by ~ •
In the case that A is a complex B~'-algebra, Yie have the
equivalence o~ strict and topological irreducibility.
1.2.5. The_o~~,<.!]!. A a complex B';'-algebra then T a representation o f
A is strictly irreducible iff it is topologically irreducible.
See C.E. Rickart [29] •
1
For a normed algebra A de~ine u(x) lim II
n lin and= x
n '"
then it can be shown that H A is complete
u(x) = sup ! lId , "- belongs to the spectrum o~ XI in Al
1.2.6. D~~jlli~~. A a Banach algebra with involution, then the invol-
ution will be said to be hermiti~n ~~ every hermitian element has
& real spectrum and A will be called symmetric i~ ~ x £ A ,
-x';·x is quasi-'regular.
HA will denote the set o~ hermitian elements o~ A. SPAx
will denote the spectrum o~ x in A.
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1.2.7. Lem~~. A a symmetric Banach algebra with involution and an iden-
tity such that the involution is continuous, then:
u (x + h) " u(x) + ,,(h)
See C.F. Rickart [29].
1. 2.8. :Lheo_re~. A a real B*-algebra such that SpAX*x:;' 0 I;j x e A ,
is isometrically -*-isomorphic to a real C*-algebra over a real
or conplex Hilbert space.
~roof. The involution in A is hermitian because SPAx*x > 0 ,
II
Because
xc' II = I' x II , I;j x EO A.
the algebra is sy~netric and
Hence by Lemma 1.2.7.,
u(x + h) ~ u(x) + ll(h) I;j x, h e: HA and ll(~x) = ~u(x) I;j ~ e JR
and x e: DA• Hence for a fixed element a e: A by the Hahn-
Banach Theorem 3 a real linear functional say g on HA such
g(h) u(h)
2 = u( ( aa~') 2 )that .; I;j h e: H and g( (aa*) ) Decom-A
pose x = h + '. where h t(x + x*) 8 HA
and k = t(x- x*)"' =
Define f(x) = g(h) I;j x EO A • Since "(-x*x) ,,; 0 we have
Thus f is a real positive linear functional such
that f(e) = 1 Hence we can construct a representation ~ of
A onto a resl Hilbert space ~ Moreover if aa* ~ 0 then
y(a) ~ O. Therefore the kernel of ~ = [ a aa* ~ 0 J • But
aav = 0 ", a = 0 hence the representation ii is faithful. Thus












We observe that a real C*-algebra A over a real Hil-
bert space H is isometrically -*- isomorphic to a real C*-alge-
bra A' over a complex Hilbert space Hc• Define
H
c
=0 [x + iy ; x , y 8 Hl. We shall now define addition, scalar
~ultiplication and an inner product in Hc making it into a com-
plex Hilbert space.
x + iy =0 U + i w iff x =0 u and y =0 W •
Define V~. , y. 8 H , i =0 1 ,2 and V (L , ~ 8 lR •
J. l
i) (x, + iy1) + (x 2 + iy z ) =0 x 1 + x 2 + i (y1 + Yz> •
i i ) (a + i ~) (x + iy) =0 (LX - ~Y + i (LY + !3 x ) •
iii) (x , +iy1, X z +iYZ) =0 (x1' XZ) +(Y1' yZ) +i((yl'X 2 )
- (Xl' Y Z) )
V a 8 A define a mapping a' x + iy .... ax + io.y , x , Y 8 H.
is a bounded linear operator overThen at




a 8 Al Hence the map-
ring a ~ a' gives an isometric -*- isomorphism of A onto A'.
We shall now answer the question about V~1at conditions are
necessary to represent a real algebra A as the algebra CR(X)
of all contiwlous real-valued functions defined on a compact Haus-
dorff space X ;Ye shall need the stone-~eierstrass theorem to
show us when a sUbalgebra of CR(X) is in fact equal to CR(X) •
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1.2.9. 'l'h",oruJ!'. Lei: - D be cc suo[cl[c;bra \?'ith identity' of'
which separates the points of' X, (that is V x, Y E X, 3 f' e D
such that f'(x),j, f'(y)) then D is dense in cR(x).
See C.E. Rickart [29].
1.2.10. D~~initi2A' A partially ordered vector space denoted by o.s. is
a vector space V over the reals with a partial ordering given
by a set of' positive elements P, the so called positive cone of'
V. When a - b s P, we write a ~ b. The f'ollowing conditions
are satisf'ied by P.
i) a, b e P => a + b e P, ::t e TIt => c.a E P,
P n - P = o.
VasP and
ii) 3 e s V the order unit such that V a E V, 3::t S IR+
such that - ae " a" c.e ,
V is said to be archimedean if' it satisf'ies in addition:
iii) ae ~ a V ~ s IR+ => 0 ~ a, and is denoted by a.o.s.
~2~~@p~~. CR(X) the space of' all continuous real valued f'unct-
ions def'ined on a compact Hausdorf'f' space X is an a.o.s.
1.2.11. pyf't~i~jon. A linear subspace I of' V with the property that
o 8 I whenever -a" b "a f'or some a s I is called an order
ideal of' V. Hence if' r ~ c ~ s with r, s E I then c E I.
It can be shown that if' V is an o.s. and I a maximal or-
der ideal of' V that vir is a simple a.o.s. which is order
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We shall now def'ine a norm on an a.a.s. V in the f'ollow-
ing way. 't/ a 8 V define II a J I = sup ! I a. I , j3 J where
a. = inf ! 0:. ' ; ,,'e ;;. a J and j3 = sup ! j3 , ; j3'e .. a l then V
becomes a normed linear space and ,:<e;;' a ;;. p e,
1.2.12. D~~~nL!10n. f a linear f'unctional def'ined on an o.s. V is
said to be positive if' it is positive on all positive elements
of' V and normalized if' f'(e) = 1. A positive normalized linear
~unctional will be abbreviated to p.n.l.f'.
Hence to every maximal order ideal U of' an o.s. V there
co r-r-e sponda a p.n.LL because V/~,! is isomorphic to lR and the
converse also holds. Let P" = ! f'; f' is a p.n.l.Ll, V* the
space of all bounded linear f'unctionals of' V. Then p'.- is
closed in the w';'-topology on V* hence compact, as it is contain-
cd in the unit sphere. Let l1(V) denote the set of'maximal or-
dol' ideals of' V with the topology which makes the one to one
correspondence with p* a homeomorphism. An element a E: V
maps into a f'unction a on M(V) where a(l.r) is the image of'
under the isomorphism of' V/E with the reals.
1.2.13. Def'iDJJ.i9n. An ~xtreme ideal is a maximal order ideal which cor-
responds to an extreme point of' the compact convex set P~. Let
M(V)e denote the set of' extreme ideals.
1.2.14. ].~f'jE~tion. An ordered algebra A is an algebra which in addi-
14 
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tion to being an o.s. satisfies the following conditions.
i) V a c A, ae = ea = a where e is the order unit.
ii) a, b ;;, 0 then ab;;, 0 •
So an ordered algebra necessarily has an identity. Now
using the stone-Weierstrass theorem we have the following re-
presentation theorem.
1.2.1S.J~~~~~~~. A an archimedean ordered algebra which is com-
plete in its norm is isometrically isomorphic to CR(X) the
space of continuous real valued fUnctions defined on the com-
pact Hausdorff space x = F(A) •e
See R.V. Kadison [16J.
1.2.16.Defig~~~. A normed algebra A is said to be strictl~
z-caL if 2-a has a quasi-inverse in A the completion of
~, Vas A or in the case A has an identity e if
[; 2 .' e has an inverse in A the completion of' A.
A strictly real Banach algebra A with identity such
that II a
2
II ::; II a II 2 is necessarily commutative and
using Theorem 1.2.15 we can represent A as a full algebra
of continuous real valued functions.




a strictly real Banach algebra with identity
2 2
a II _ II a II , Vas A is isometrically
isoworphic to Crt(X) where X is the compact Hausdorff
space of extreme ideals.
See R.V. Kadison [16J.
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1. 2 .18. Co}:o)l~~. A a strictly real commutative B*-algebra is isomet-
Rrically isomorphic to C (X).
P:r:oof' :
II x 1 II 2 '" II x*2 x 1 I r '" II (x*x)~ x*'x II '" II x*x 11
2
'" II x II 4
Hence : II x 2 II '" II x 112
ply theoreill 1.2.17.
'V x [; A and theref'ore we can ap-
We shall now consider the question of' the representation of'
a real B*-algebra over the set of' all non-zero complex valued
homomorphisms of' the algebra called the carrier space.
Let A be a real or complex co~~utative algebra and denote
by ~A the class of' all n n-zero homomorphisms of' A into the
f'ield of' complex numbers. Let ~ denote the zero homomorphism..
and ~Aoo the class ~A plus ~ .
co
~e then have the well knovrn result that if' A is a normed
c omnut a t Lve algebra, Ie! a closed maximal modular ideal, then
JVH is isomorphic to J:R or ¢. Hence if' A is not a radical
alGcbra it necessarily contains maximal modular ideals and if' A
is complete then every maximal modular ideal gives rise to an el-
ement of' ~A. Hence @A is non-void. The converse also holds
because the kernel of'
ideal.
where <p e II>A is a maximal modular
'V x e: A def'ine ~
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We introduce the weakest topology into if!A
17
for which each of
the functions
.
x is continuous. An arbitary neighbourhood of
a point <jJ e if!A is
V (xl' •• x ; EO) = ! <jJ' ; I x. (<jJ) - x. (<jJ ') I < EO 1 where<jJ n ~ ~
xl "'Xn g A and EO > O.
This topology is knovm as the Gelfand topology on if!A~
and the mapning
x.
•x ~ x is called the Gelfand transformation of
1.2.19. P~!ipi~ion. The space if!A with the above defined topology is
called the carrier sp~ of the algebra A.
1.2.20. ~1:o~9~jtion. A a commutative Banach algebra, then if!A With
the Gelfand topology is a locally compact Hausdorff space and if
A has an identity if!A is compact.
See C.E. Rickart [29].
Let -r be a homeomorphism of a compact Hausdorff space rr
onto itself. Denote by co(rr,-.:) = { f 8 co(rr) ; f(w-':) = I'\W)
V OJ 8 rr 1 • Then co(rr,-.:) is a real B*-algebra.
Wo shall now state a representation theorem for a real com-
nu t at t ve B*-algebra as an a l gobr-a of not necessarily real valued
functions whereas theorem 1.2.17. represented a real B*-algebra












Lot A be a real comnutative B*-algebra, such that
II x II .::; II xvx + Y"'y II v x, Y £ A then 3 an involutoric
homeomorphism ~ o~ ~A onto itsel~ such that x ~ x is an
isometric - * - isomorphism o~ A onto the real B'"-algebra
See C.E. Rickart [29J.
The Representation o~_a Complex CO~tlut~~ive
B*-Algebra.
In the previous section it was noted that there was a cor-
respondence between the carrier space wA o~ a cOlnmutative Banach
a I gebr-a A and "'(A) the space of' maximal modular ideals. In
the case when A is complex this correspondence is one to one
but un~ortunately when A is real this is not so.
When A is a complex commutative Banach algebra then the
set Prim(A) equals the set M(A) which equals the set ~A' We
can de~ine the hull-kernel topology on ~A in the ~ollowing way.
1.3.1. De~inition. Let B be a subset o~ A , F a subset o~ wA
then the set h(B) = <jl , cp e <l!A and 1i(q> ) = o V a £ B 1 is
thG hull of' B in A and l~(F) = ! a , a e A and a(cp) = 0
is the kernel o~ F in A.
By defining a closure operation as f'o Ll.ows F = h(i::(F))
we have the hul1-1~ernel topology on WA which makes the corres-
.l  
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pondence with Prim(A) a homeomorphism.
We shall now establish what conditions are necessary ~or the
hull kernel topology to be equivalent to the Gel~and topology on
~.
1.3.2. De~inition. A a complex commutative Banach algebra is complete-
ly regular i~ ~or every closed set F in ~A and point ~o t F,
3 a e A such that a(~o) ~ 0 while a(F) = o.
1.3.3. l~eo~. A a complex com~utative Banach algeora then the hull
kernel topology in ~A is equivalent to the Gel~and topology in
~, i~~ A is completely regular.-,
See C.E. Rickart [29].
Hence as a complex commutative B*-algebra is completely reg-
ular Prim(A) and IP
A
are homeomorphic.
Example. C(X) the space o~ all continuous complex valued ~nc-
tions de~ined on a compact Hausdor~~ space X has its set o~ maxi-
mal modular ideals equal to X. That is M(C(X)) = X, there~ore
Pri'n(C(X)) = X.
1.3.4. pe~i_nJ>tiQ.lJ:. Co(51) the space of" continuous comp Lex valued ~unc-
tions which vanish at in~inity de~ined on a locally compact Haus-
dor~~ space 51 is said to strongly separate the points o~ 51 i~
~or any w1 ~ WI err, 3 r e Co(51) such that ~(wl) ~ ~(wl) and











We shall now state the Stone-neierstrass theorem which will
be needed to prove the representation theorem ror the complex al-
gebra.
1.3.5. The Stone-'.Veierstrass Theorem. Let D
<-~~~-. --~~'-~-~-~---~.~~.~. ---~
which strongly separates the points of
be a subalgebra or co(n)
n and is self-adjoint
then D is dense in co(n).
See C.B. ~ickart [29J.
We now have the Gelfand Naimark representation theorem which
is proved using the above stone-Weierstrass theorem.
1. 3.6 . .r;:y)J:c\Ylc'1.yaj.JA!J.r1' Tl).~l)l. The Gclrand t mnef'ormatLon or a complex
cOLvnutative B~-algebra A is an isometric - * - isomorphism of
A onto CO(~A) where ~A is the carrier space of A.
See C.E. Rickart [29].
In the case that A is a complex commutative C*-algebra
with an identity then the Gelrand transrormation is an isometric -
* - isomorphism of A with C(~A)' Hence we have represented A
as the algebra or continuous complex valued runc~ions derined on
its structure space, as ~A is homeomorphic to Prim(A)
1.3.7. Dq£i~itJon. A a complex involution algebra. A linear complex
on A is said to be positive ir
is normed then a state of A is a
derined
such that will de-S(A)= 1.f: "II
AIf'
f
v x e A.
valued runctional f
?ositive functional
note the set of' states of A.
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1.3.8. Dej')n..i_"'i.io.n.. i, a complex B~-algebra. .sn hermitian element x 8 A
is said to be positive ir the spectrum or x is positive.
will denote the set orJ2ositive eleme~.
,. +.,
.. +
c. is closed convex cone such that !, +•• n - = 0 and
X 8 ..~+ i1'r x = yy* wi th y e 1..
a complex B~-algebra with an identity, a con-
tinuous linear functional on is positive i1'r II r II = r( e) •
1.3.10. ,l)eJ:.tn.tt.ion.
See J. Di~mier [6].
a normed complex involution algebra then l'
positive functional on ". is said to be pure ir t: j, 0 and
·:;VCl'y positive functional on
" :f" \'li th 0"" ~ 1.
•• dominated by r is or the rorm
p(~) will denote the set or pure states.
There exists a correspondence between the positive runction-
als on a complex Banach involution algebra and the representations
or this algebra as this next proposition shows us. 1 denotes
the equivalence classes or irreducible representations or u ;
1.3.11, ProJ2.o,l?-iJ;IS'l1;. :. a complex Banach involution algebra wi th an ap-
proximate identity:
i) f a continuous positive runctional on then :3 a
representation T on H.r such that
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ii) T a representation of on ~ nnd
22
then
v X <; ." f(x) = (Tx~'~) is positive continuous function-
al on and the representation T' defined by f ac-
cording to (i) is equivalent to T.
iii) f a continuous positive functional on ~ and T the
representation of h defined by (i) is topologically
irreducible iff f is pure then II f /I = (1;,1;) where
iv) This natural mapping of p(~) ~ ~ is continuous and open
if is a complex B*-algebra.
See J. Dixmier [6].
Hence we have a na tur-aI mapp Lng p(l.) ~ ::. and the Question
as to when this mapping is one to one, is answered by the next prop-
osition.
1.3. 1 2 .£'E:OiJ.C2.-sj t i on . •• an involution algebra, T a non-zero topological-
ly irreducible representation of
itive f'unctionals defined by T
f' 2(x) = (TxI;2' I;1) then f'1 = f 2
I r.. I = 1 and -,: = r..<;1 •~1
.", 1;1,1;2 <;~, f 1 , f 1 the pos-
as follows f 1( X) = (T x I;1 ' 1;1)'
iff 3 A. e ¢ such that
See J. DiY~nier [6].
lience the mapping of pU;.) onto I; is bijective iff every
topologically irreducible representation of .. is of dimension
ono. Therefore if is a conilutative complex B*-algebra L is
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homeomorphic with peA) because every irreducible representation
or A is of dimension one. In the case that A has an identity
peA) is the set of extreme points or SeA) and one could have
derined a pure state as being an extreme point or SeA) •
'rhe Stone-Weierstrass theorem could therefore be restated as
follows, "A a commutative complex B*-algebra, B a sub B*-
algebra which separates peA) then B ~ A ," because peA) co-
incides with WA•
In the next chapter the type or Stone-Weierstrass theorem
used in the representation theorem is the above generalized by
J. Glim~, [11J, to the non-commutative case.
Theorem 1.2.8. is a recent result duo to T. Ona [28J. It
has been proved by Lo Ingelstam [14Jin 1964, whose proof was
based on a complexirication of a real Banach involution algebra.
has no identity. Namely, " A a strictly real Ban-
such that II
1
/I 0./1 II 1 for all andx ;;, x x e A
a. > 0 then A is isomorphic and homeomorphic to
Theorem 1.2.21. is due to R. Arens and I. Kapla..'1sky [lJ




eR ( <IiA) ".
The classical result of Theorem 1.3.6. is due to I.M. Gel-
fand and 'l.A. Naimark [lOJ.
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In this chapter a Banach algebra will be an algebra over
the cOciplexes. ~very complex B*-algebra is isometrically - * -
isomorphic to a complex C*-algebra, so that the term C*-algebra
can oe tw{en to mean either a complex B*-~lgebra or a complex
We shall try to represent a non-commutative C*-algebra as
a C~-algebra or vector valued runctions, that is elements or
IT 1. t where T is the structure space and the l"t are C*-alge-
tt T
bras. 1.s the set U't; t e T J has no topology on it, we shall
consider the vector valued fUnctions which are continuous in the
norm. ~ the structure space will either be the space or primi-
tive ideals or the algebra or the space or e~uivalence classes or
irreducible representations, which unrortunately, in general is
not H~usdorrf even though it is always locally compact.
In Section 1 certain properties or the structure space or a
C"-21ge·ora will be proved and the Lnportant result in this section
is Theorem 2.1.12. which shows us that the nor~ continuity of the
vector v21ued runctions is related to the structure space being
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Housdor~~. In Section 2, G.C.R. end C.C.R. algebras ~ill be de-
~ined ~nd our main result is Theorem 2.2.17. which shows us that
every C.C.R. algebra has n composition series whose ~actors have
Hausdor~~ structure spaces.
In Section 3, in the setting o~ a continuous ~ield o~ Ban-
ach spaces a sui table type o~ non-commutative Stone-"Veierstrass
theorem, (Corollary 2.3.16.) will be proved which will enable
us to prove the representation theorem ~or G.C.R. algebras.
(Theorem 2.3.19.)
We shall start this section with some well 1010Vfn properties
of' C*-algebras.
2.1.1. ;proppsi~ion. 1. a C*-algebra then:
i) I~ x is an hermitian element belonging to A, then
Sp,x EO IR
.h
ii) I a closed ideal in A then 1/1 is a C*-algebra.
iii) B a sub C*-algebr~a o~ 1" h... • X 8 B t en SPBX = SPAX'
See J.Dixmier [6].
,. a C~-algebra, x an hermitian element belonging to A
then 3 the closed sub algebra generated by x consists o~ all
the continuous complex valued functions vanishing at in~inity de-
~ined on a locally compact Hausdor~~ space X. (X is homeomor-
phic to the non-zero spectrum o~ x). Let p be any continuous
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real fUnction with pea) = 0. Then p(x) is a well defined her-
mitian element belonging to B. Suppose further that I is a
closed ideal in A and let x( I) be the homomorphic image 01'
x mod I. Then p(x(I» may be formed and in fact
p(X(I» = p(x)(I). This is clear if p is a polynomial and as
the general p is a uniform limit of such polynomials and the
map from J, -> ;/1 is continuous, the resul t follows.
If F is a set o~ closed ideals with zero intersection and
x an hermitian element of A such that xes) ;.. 0, VB e: F ,
then x ;.. 0. To see this, de~ine p by p( t) = ° f'or t '" 0,
pet) = -t for t ~ o. Then p(x(s) = p(x)(s) = 0. Hence
,,(x) = ° '* x '" O.
This next proposition gives us a type of' continuity of' the
spectrum.
2.1.2. pr2£~~~iion. Let X be a topological space at each point of'
which a C*-algebra Ax is given and let A be a self'-adjoint
a.Lgcbr-a of !'unctions f' on X with f'{x ) e ~'x V x e X such
t.hu t :
i) II ~(x) " is bounded and ,... is complete under the
norm /I s: /I = .sup If f'(x) II
x e: X
:i. i) I~ ~(x) = 0 then V E > 0, :3 Ux a neighbourhood of
x such that V y e: Ux , II f' (y) " < 10.
'I'h cn V ~ e: " such that f = f'* vie have 'V x e X, 'VE:>O,
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3 U a neighbourhood o~ x such that V y e Ux ' SPA ~(y) isx y
contoined in an € - neighbourhood o~ the set consisting o~ zero
arid the spectrum cr' t'(x },
See 11."'~. Nai.mar-k [27].
2.1.3. .REJf)n.i.ti<2l1. Let ("'i) i e I be a f'am i Ly o~ C'~-algebras• Let

















sup II x. II
i8~- l
the C*-sum or the
(x.) + (Y.) = (x.
l l l
(x.)(y.) = (x.y.)
l ~ l l
ono. norm II (x.) II =
l
2.1. 4. ;p.r.oJl.o.§.1.~J"9.J:l. I, J closed ideals in a C~i-algebra " such that
I + J is dense in i" and I Ii J = {OJ. Then I + J ="" and
is the C*- sum o~ I uno. J.
Thero is a n8tural map o~ .. into the Cil- sum o f' .;/I
,mc'l s/«. Because I + J is dense in l", the Lmage of' "" is
dense in the c* sum o~ ;;/1 and ijJ. Hence the P.lapping is on-
to and is an isometry.
For an a l.geb r-a Prim(:.) denotes the set of' primitive
ideals and • the set o~ G~uivalence classes or irreducible re-
presentations. There is a natural rnappi ng f'r-orn t D' (.)on 0 .... rllTI j. ...
def'd n od by T -+ kernel o~ T, 'tj T •8 .L.... is given the weillcest
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topology so that the mappinG from Prir.i(i.)
28
(lihore Prim( .. )
has the hull kernol topology) is continuous.
J .~~.G. Fell in [8], defines the t opo Logy in in the fol-
10\ ' 1' F.or 1,"' c s'l nfl; way. '~ .... define the closure of ~ denoted by
is equivalent to tho topology on induc-
"7r; - i rj' C' 1:' • n '"(8) C "(T) l,. _ _. ~ ..," A ;
sew
Th.Ls t opo Logy on I:
cd by Prim(.i.).
where k(T) is the ker-nol of
••
T.
Now if has an identity then Prim(A) is compact by
Pro~osition 1.1.17. hence is compact.
2.1.5. PrpJ1o.sJ.ti()n. The following condi tions are e qu.Ivalent for an. al-
. ....
.i , J.: is To.
-; i
~-. Two irreducible representations of
nel are equivalent.
~ith the SaDe ker-
iii.. Tho mapping :.... Prim( .• ) is a homeomorphism.
li => iii Follows from the definitions.
iii => i Because Prim(~) is To.
i => ii Let TJ , T 2 be two representations with the same
Kel~el belonging to
elso contains T 2• Hence if !. is
subset of
1
To $ T :::;
•.. containing
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Let A be a C*-algebr~. Ne may represent an arbitrary
element a e A 2S a fUnction de~ined on Prim(~) by a~P ~ a(p)
\!lwre n(P) denotes the homomorphic image of' a nod P. This func-
ional representation preserves norm. That is
II a" = sup II a(P) II. In f'ac t 3 P e Pl·irn(J.) such that
PePrim(l.)
II a II = I I a(P) I I •
2.1.6•.:r:,~IIllli.E!' Let A be an involution a.l gebr-a wi th an identity. x an
her-net.a an e Lemen t belonging to A. Then A. E SpAX rrr
3 P e Prim(A) such that A. <; Sp x(p).
.AlP
x - A. is regular in L then -x - A. is regular in
.'-IP , V P e Prim(A) where x denotes the image of x in .AlP.
Suppose x - A. is singular. Then x - A. has no left in-
verse, there~ore is contained in a maximal left ideal L. The
kernel I or the natural representation o~ A on AIL is a
~rimitive ideal o~ A and the image o~ x - A. in All has no
inverse.
2.1.7. P_r:'2.P.o.s} ~ioll. Let .A be a C*-algebra. 'if x 8 A the function
P .. II x (p) lion Prim(.:.) attains its upper bound II x II.
.+
X 8 .......
Replacing x by x*x, one reduces to the case where
One Day also suppose that A has an identity. Then
II x II 8 SPAX , hence by the previous Lemma 3 P e Prim(A) such
that II x II e Sp x(p) • Hence "x" " " x(p) II " II x II
:VP
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2.1.8. r.r:9J2..Qll~t:t..ion• ,.. an ideal of' a ring R. q = ! P 8 Prim(A); PAj
then the mapping P ... pi,.. is a homeomorphism of' ~ onto
Prim(R,h).
See N. Jacobson [15] •
2.1.9. ProDosition. Let A be any ring and B either:.._..-..,.:;.",,:.........~--
i. a two-sided ideal in A.
ii. a subring of the f'orm eAe where e ia a non-zero
idempCDtent.
iii. or a sUbring of' the f'orm (1 - e)A(l - e) where e
is a non-zero idempotent.
Then there is a one to one correspondence between Prim(B)
and ~ = ! P 8 Prim(A) ; P ~ B j given by P ~ P n B. In f'act
this mapping is a homeomorphism.
See N. Jacobson [15J.
If' R is a primitive ring, then any ideal contained in R
is acain primitive and if' e is a non-zero idempotent then
cIte is again primitive.
2.1.10. ~~~~. Let a 8 A be an hermitian element where A is a C*-
al 6ebra. Let E be a closed set of' real numbers containing zero.
Then Z = ! P ; P 8 Prim(A) and SPA/pa(P) C E
Prim(A) •
is closed in
If' 3 P 8 Z such that u 8 SPA/pa(P) and u a E then
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but not on a.. p(a(P» = (pa)(P). Then pea) vanishes on Z
but not on Z contradicting the definition of the hu11-1cernel
topology on Prim(A).
This next proposition shows us that A can be considered
to be a set of functions vanishing at infinity.
2.1.11. P~9~~~ition. Let a E A a C*-algebra, ( > O. Then
K = ! P E Prim(A) ; II a(P) /1 ~ e ] is compact.
Pr.9 0 :f : Because II a~;':a II = II a II 2
case wher-e a - a*. Let ! F. , j E JJ
we need only consider the
be a fmni1y of relative-
ly closed subsets of K having void intersection. Let l j be
the intersection of the primitive ideals comprising
and H = Ho. Hideal generated by the l j






R E K ,
then R contains each l
j
Hence by the definition of the top-
oloGY on Prim(A) R E F
j
, V j E J. This contradicts




fore:; l}JT Fropo s i ti on 2.1.8. fj is the intersection of the primi-
tive ideals containing it. Therefore H = h(l{(H». Let
L = h(E) and as L n K is void V Q E L , " a(Q) " < e .
Let r = sup II a( I~) II Let a 1 = aCE) . Then
'~8L
l' = sup II a (p) II This sup is attained by Proposi tion 2.1.7.
PEPrim(JvA)
Hence :3 Qo E I, such that r = " a(Qo) II < ( .
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Let p(t) be a continuous real valued fUnction o~ the real vari-
able t such that p(t) = 0 ~or Itl ,,; r , p(t) = 2 ~or
I t I -, E: and p is linear between. Let b = p( a) • Then b 8 H"
since it vanishes on L and II b(P) II = 2 ~or P in K
Since Ho is dense in H,:3 c 10: II 0 wi th " c - b II ~ 1. Ho
is the smallest ideal generated by the I j there~ore 3 I 1' •• In
such that c = x + .. + x with x. 8 1. , 'if i = 1, .. n.1 n ~ ~
'Then F1 n .. n F - 'I' because if 3 P 10: F 1 n .. nF thenn n
l' ::J Ii \:f i = 1 n Hence c 8 P => c(p) = 0 but, .. •
1/ c (p) II ;;, 1 throughout K.
The ~ollowing theorem tells us that i~ Prim(A) is Hausdor~f then
the ~unctional representation of A on Prim(A) is continuous in
the norm.
2.1.12 :;r.r"-El.~rElJTI. Prim(A) is Hausdo r-f'f' iff \:f a e A , II a(P) II is con-
tinuous on Prim(A).
pr~~{: For any Q, R e Prim(A) Q *R , :3 a 8 A such that
a(Q) = 0 , a(R) *O. The continuous real valued function
" a(P) II then yields disjoint neighbourhoods of Q, R. Let
PriLl(A) be Hausdor~L 'iVe shall show:
i. a(1') = 0 then \:f € > 0 :3 Up a neighbourhood o~ P










Take a fixed Q 8 Prim(A)
es on some neighbourhood of Q J
ideal in A , in fact I = Q
33
Let J = [ a 8 A ; a(P) vanish-
Put I = J. I is a closed
Since if I ~ Q * 3 00 8 Prim(A)
such that I C Qo where Q ~ Qo • By the Hausdorff property
a neighbourhood of ~ such that But by the def-
inition of the topology on Prim(A), A contains an element van-
ishing on UQ but not on Qo. Hence we have arrived at a contra-
diction because a(u) = 0 * a 8 I C Qo * a(Qo) = C
Therefore we have proved (i).
it suffices to consider a 8 Acause
We shall now pass to the
II 8_';'a II = II a II 1
General proof of continuity. Be-
such that a = a*. Let Q 8 Prim(A) and E > 0 be given. Put
r = II a(q) II. It follows from Proposition 2.1.2. that in a
sui table neighbourhood of Q, " a(P) II < r + E. To complete
the proof it suffices to show that
P 8 Prim(A) ; II a(P) II > r - € is open. That is
P II a(P) II C r - E J is closed. This follows from Lemma
2.1.10.
J. Dixmicr [6] shows that for any C*-al&ebra A, A is loc-
ally compact hence Prim(A) is also locally compact.
eVe shall now try and find what conditions are necessary for
Prim(A) to be Hausdorff.
2.1.13. TAeQ1'em. A a C*-algebra such that 'if P 8 Prim(A), AlP is fin-
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ite dimensional of dimension independent o~ P then Prim(A) is
Hausdorf~.
As AlP is finite diillensional V P g Prim(A) 3 M a
~inite dimensional C*-algebra to which each "\lP is isomorphic.
Let Y be the space of all *-homomorphisms of A into M in-
eluding the zero homomorphism, then the elements o~ Y can be
considered to be the set of all the representations of A into
Q simple dual algebra. In the welli~ topology Y is a compact
Hauador-f'f' space and the elements of' A are represented by con-
tinuous functions ~rom Y to ! I.
denoted lJy 0y = soy ; g e G J ,
omor-ph i sms o~ M
The orbi t o~ a point y e Y is
G being the group o~ *-aut-
v y e Y , 0y C Y
0ivos rise to an orbit
and U ° = Y
yeYY
of points in
Hence each pri"Ji tive ideal
Y. Now G is compact in its
natural topology and the mapping ~rom G onto an orbit is contin-
uouc , Hence the orbi ts are closed and we may form a well-defined
quotient space X relative to this decomposition o~ Y. The
points of X being in one to one correspondence with the set con-
sisting of Prim(A) and a point at infinity. Being a continuous
imaee of Y ,X is again compact. We can no loncer speak of cle-
ments of A as being represented by continuous functions a(x)
on X , but the f'unc t I on II a(y) II is constant on orbits and
so gives us a uniquely dc~ined ~nction on X which is again con-
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tinuous. ThGse functions II a( x) II exist in suffici ent abun-
dance to separate the points of X , for given two distinct points
of X we can find an a e A vanishing at one but not the other.
Hence X is Hausdorff. As A contains all the real continuous
functions that van i sh at the zero homomorphism, XVii th 0 de-
leted is homeomorphic to Prim(A).
Sectj~ll~. G. C. R. _aIlSL-Q~. C. R. ~lJ'£ebr~.
2.2.1 Def~l~tj2n. An operator A in a complete normed space X is
said to be completel~ continuous if it maps every bounded set in-
to a relatively compact set. LC(X) will denote the set of com-
pletely continuous operators.
LC(X) is a closed ideal in B(X) and if instead of X we
consider a Hilbert space H then A e LC(H) .. A'- e LC(H)
Hence I,G(H) is a C*-algebra.
2.2.2. PrQP.0~~tion. Every simple dual C*-algebra is isometrically -*-
isomorphic to the algebra of all completely continuous operators
on some Hilbert space II •
See M.A. Naimark [27].
2.2.3. pefin~ii~. A C<-al£ebra is said to be elementary if 3 a Hil-
bert space H such that A is isometrically -*- isomorphic to
W(H) •
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2.2.4. ;Q.c_f'initiol1. AC"-algebra A is said to be C.C.R. if' f'or every
il'reducible representation T of' A and. V x 8 A , Tx 8 LG(H.r)
::iOl'T a non-zero irred.ucible representation of' A a C':'-al-
C.C.R. ,
T(A) c LC(n )
'1'
V P 8 Prim(A) ,
then T(A) " I,C(H.r)'
is e Lemen t.ar-y ,
Hence if' A is
A C*'-algebra is said to be G.C.rt. if' every non-
zero C*-algebra ~uotient of' A possesses a closed non-zero C.C.R.
ideal.
2.2.6. P~oR9~ition. If' A is C.C.R. ( G.C.rt. ) then every sub-C*- al-
gebra of' A and every C*-algebra quotient of' A is C.C.R.
( G.C.R. ) •
See J. Di~~ier [6J.
2.2.7. E~9R~~i!io~. A a C*-algebra, T an irreducible representation
of A such that T(A) n LC(Er) ~ 0 then every irreducible re-
~rese~tation of' A with the same kernel is equivalent to T •
See J. Di~nier [6J.
So that in the case A is C.C.R. by Proposition 2.1.5. A
and Prim(A) are homeomorphic.
2.2.8. Q~_~jtion. A C*-algebra A is said to be H.G.C.R. if' it does
no t possess any closed non-cz e r-o C.C.rt. ideal.
Hence a N.G.C.R. algebra is one which does not possess any
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2.2.9. EX~~J2!~. A commutative C*-algebra is C.C.R. because all its ir-
reducible representations are one dimensional.




A and if"10. =and= 0
equals the closure o r t U Ip'
P <p
~ollowing characterisation ~or a G.C.R.We then have the
the ordinals such that
a limit ordinal, then
ordered ascending series o~ closed ideals
2.2.11. r.l~0J?£s.it_i_on. A is a G.C.R. algebra iff:3 a composition series
is C.G.R ..such that I 1/1
P + P
See J. Di~fiier [6J.
In order to be able to reDresent A as a ~ll alEebra c~
of ~unctions, we need its structure space to be Hausdor~~. These
next rew theorems will enable us to prove our main theorem in
this section that every C.C.R. al;;ebra has a composition series
such that Prim(I 1/1) is Hauador'f'f",
p+ p
2.2.12. ]~~~. Let T" •• ,Tn be sel~-adjoint completely continuous
oDerators on a Hilbert space H, r a non-negative real number
anel C1 a vector o~ unit length in
(1 ) 2 (I
2 /r+ T -l- .. + + T ) -1 n
identity operator. Then f'o r- each
H such that
annihilates a., I being the
i there exists a sel~-ad-
joint completely continuous operator U
i
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Let E be the projection on ~,and de~ine
Vi = E( 1 + r. ) + (1 en )~' - J~( 1 + T. ) E. Then V. is sel~-ad--J. + -Li "":'1 J. J.
joint and completely continuous. We have
II or. 1/ .- 311 E (1 + T.) Ii = 311 ~(1 + T. ) IIJ. 2 J. 2 2 J.II V. II .- 9 Z (0.( 1 + Ti ) , ~) = 9r ,J.
and so II Vi II .- 3r • We note that ~ V. = a. (1 + T.) .
J. J.
Hence
the choice Ui = Ti - Vi satis~ies the require~ents o~ the lemma.
2.2.13. Ih~o~~~. The structure space X o~ a C.C.R-algebra A is of
the second category.
£'1:0.0.:[: Suppose on the contrary t.hat X is the union of' an in-
creasing sequence Cn o~ closed nowhere dense sets. We proceed
to define stepwise an array of' objects.
2.) An increasing sequence of integers k(l), k(2), .. ,
b) For j = 2,3, .. , a point (equal to a primitive ideal)
P j ; we realize the algebra A!P j as the algebra of all





A vector ~j o~ unit norm in
Sel~-adjoint elements a(i, j)
H j ,
8 A , de~ined for
j = 2, 3, and 1'- i .- j
To begin the process, we set k(l) = 1, k(2) = 2 and take
a(l, 2) to be a self-adjoint element vanishing on C1 and hav-
inb -1 in its spectrum at a certain point P 2 not in C2 ;
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rmd YIC p i ck "'z to be a vector of' unit norm annihilated by the
homomorphic image of' 1 + a(l, 2) mod Pz' (This f'ormal use of'
1 is legal in all the ensuing manipulations even if' A lacks a
unit e16ment,) Then toke 0(2, 2) to be a self'-adjoint element
vanishing on Cz and such that "'z is also annihilated by
1 + a( 2, 2) at
No~ suppose the selection of ,(.) p ( .. )K J , _ ., a.., a l,J
J J
has
O~8n made f'or i < j < n so as to satisfy
is annihilated by the homomorphic image of' 1 + a(i,j)




vanishes on C'r(') ,.. ~
a(i, j - 1) und a(i, j) coincide on







Our selections in the preceding paragraph satisf'ied these
assumptions, insof'ar as they were as yet meaningful, We sho~ how
to :::Jush on to n + 1. Take k( n + 1) large enough so that P n
is in Ck(n+l)'
bn = [1 +
~.ve wr-t to
a(l, n ) ] Z + •• +
Z[1 + a(n, n)] - n ,
obsorving that b
n is a~ actual ring element. It follows f'rom
(2) that b n has -n in its spectru~ at P n '",fj claim that
there ex i s t s a po int P n-sL outs ide Ck ( n+ 1 )' wher-e the spec trum
of on contains a number arbitrarily close to - n; concretely,
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"e specify that the of bnfp n-i- 1) shall contain a num-
bel' lying ~ithin
spectrum
= 2- 1n- 8m of - n For if not, let p(t)
be a continuous real-valued function which is non-zero at - n
and vG~ishes outside the open interval from - n - m to -n + m.
Then p(b )
n
vanishes in the complement of C k( n+ 1) but is dif-
ferent from 0 at Pn' and this contradicts the assumption that
is nowhere dense (;:;hence its c o-npLement is dense).
Hence vte may choose P n+ 1!l: Ck( n+ 1) in such a \'1ay that b n(p n+ 1)
has in its spectrum a real number s with Is + n I < ill. In
1Cccordance wi th the above notation we realize -VP n+l as the
[,lgeb1'a of all cor:rpletely continuous operators on a Hilbert space
'J!e note that s is non-zero, and consequently we may
a unit vector which is a characteristic
,GC tor 1'or the operator b n (p n-i- 1) , cor-r-e s oondLng to the char-
ac t.er-a a t Le root s. Let us wri to T i for the operator r-cpr-e sc.n-
tin2, n(i, n ) (p 1)'n+ Then, in v iew of the defini tion of b , wen
find that the operator
(I + T1)1+ ••• + (I + Tn)1 - (s + n)I
8.nnihilo.t6s CL 1 •n+ ',ve are now in a posi t Lon to app Ly Lerama
2.2.12. and we ded~co the existence of self-adjoint completely
cc~tinuous operators
2.nd II r . - U II
~ i
on Hn+1
;:;i th a. 1(1 + U.)=On+ ~
Let us write J for the intersection of tho ideals compris-
ing We note that J is not con-
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tuined in P for C is a closed set not containing
n+ 1 ' k( n+ 1 )
P n-s l . Since there are no closed ideals be tween P n+1 and A ,
J + 'p is dense in A . Hence [ Len.na 2. L Lj.. ], A/K is- n+1
the direct SUB of A/J and -. /u.iV..l.. n+ 1' in the C~' os ',fell as in the
alGcbrQic sense. It is therefore possible to find in iy!K a
(lUlir;,ue) element g:ic which vanishes mod J, and riap s on
we can find a self-adjoint element
Ui - '~i sod P n+ 1•
eiCing 'back to A






ping on 1';1 ';lOd K, and iii th norm arbitrarily close to
-',!(; do thi s so as to get -n-l< 2
II s. J J;
J.
Pe are ready to define a(i, n ~ 1) as Q(i, n) + hi' In
v i ew of the estimate for II hi" , this satisfies condition (5)
200V0, If' ~e further note that a(i, n + 1) was constructed
so 2S to agree with a(i, n)
?n+l' 7~ verify conditions
[8 to verify (1).
on Ck ( n-i- 1 )' arid





'1'0 complete this step of the induction, it now only remains
to choose a( n + 1, n + 1). For thi s purpose vie need only choose
it to be a self-adjoint element vanishing on Ck(n+l) , =d such
that its ima[,c mod Pn+1 annihilatcs That such a select-
ion is possible f'o L'l.ow s from the foct that (in the notation above)
,ylK is th~ direct sum of A/J and A/Pn+1 •
Hr.vi rig completed the construction, we proceed as f'oLl.ovrs ,
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Fro~ (5) we have that for each fixed i , the sequence
a( i, j) converges, say to c
i
. "Ne note two properti es of the
c's. Since property (3) is evidently preserved on passage to




Next we deduce from
Ck( i) •
(4) and the fact that the C's are
an increasing sequence of sets, that a(i, j - 1) coincides
';Ii th 0.( i , s) on for all s ~ j •
by (1); it then follovs from (2)
by the homomorphic image n t P. 1J-
that a' 1 is annihilatedJ-
of every a(i, s) with
s ~ j. This is preserved in the limit, and we state:
(7) a
j
is annihilated by the homomorphic image of 1 + c
i
mod
~'iG are now ready to exhibit the contradiction. Consider
till; right ideal defin0d by




S be any primitive ideal in A, say Q E Ck(n) •
(6) c n vanishes on Cx(n) , we have c n E Q. The
x = (1 + c )x - c X shows that I + 1 = A Next, In n
i [; r-e gul ar-, since for example - c 1 is a left unit for I. If
I ~ A ,then I can be eDwedded in a regular maxiual right ideal
E There is a pr-Lmi t Lve ideal Q contained in ;, (Q is the
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kernel o~ the natural representation o~ A on A/I~) , and this
contradicts I + Q, = A • Hence I = A , and ~or sui table elements
Q" •i .
or
This contradicts the rtssertion in (7) that the homomor-
phic imaees mod Pn o~ 1 + c 1 ' •• , 1 + c n all annihilate
a T~is cOmpletes the proo~.n
I.Kaplansky [17] has the ~ollowing definition.
2.2.14. D(~fj~~~i~~. F a field, F[Z1' •. zn l denotes the free algebra
uencrated by n indeterminates over F A an algebra over F
1[; s a l d to e a t rs ry a polynomial identity i~
~ ~ ~ 0 , f B F [x" •• x n] such that ~(a" •. a n) = 0
I;f~ BA
<"~i
For elements x 1 ' .. x in a ring R He \lri ter
[ ;" , .. xrJ = + X 1< ( , ) .. x1< ( r) whe r-e the sum runs over- all
t.h e permutations ']l; nnd the + or s Lgn is p r-e f'Lxed accord-
ing to ,Ihether 7t is even or odd.
I.l~a~lansky in [20] pr-ove s that in any algebra A of' di-
mc.ne i on :: - 1 -ue have [x 1 ' •• xk] = 0 , I;f Xi B A. Hence if
A i8 an algebra of n by n matrices over a fleld and r(n)
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denotes the smrrllest inteEer such that [xl' ., Xr(n)] = 0 ,
r(n)
2
~ n + 1.
Let A be any Banach algebra, Cn the set of primitive i-
deals of' P such t.h at AlP is a ;~ by l; matrix algebra with
:; ~ n and In the intersection of' these idoQls. Then .VI
n
satisfies the identity [xl' •• Xr(n)] = 0 and so docs every
primi t tvo image of' AlIre' Hence C
n
is a closed subset of
pri~(A). It f'ollows from proposition 2.1.9. thQt each of the
'-,~'ilT!it,ivc images of Ir-_/Ir is an r by l' matrix algebra.
Let A.. be any C*-algebra satisfying a polynomial identity.
The above defined chain of' ideals reaches 0 in a finite n~mber
O=-' at.eria , Hence we have constructed a finite co mpc s Lt Lon series
11' ,:ith the property that every f'actor algebra has a Hausdorff'
structure space.
2.2.15.T~~~~@. A a C~-algebr2 such that every primitive image .\lP
is f'inite dimensional. Then A has a composition series
such that each I
p
+l/I p
satisfies a polynomial identity.
Pr2of: Let Cn denote the subset of Prim(A) such that J\!p
h cs c1o[ree not gr"Qter than n , Than X is the union of' a count-
able f3ffiily of' closed sets. Since X is of the second category
('l'!leore'll 2.2,13.) :3 r such that t 'P • Let
Let I denote the intersection of the pri2itive ideals
comprising the complement of U. Sinc0 the latter is closed
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these are precisely the primi tive ideals containing I. In par-
ticular we see that I is non-zero. By proposition 2.1.9. the
primitive ideals in I itsel~ are in one to one correspondenc~
with the members o~ U It ~ollows that the primitive images
o~ I are all o~ degree not greater than r. Hence I sntis-
~ies a polynomial identity; to be precise the identity for
r by r matrices. This is the begi~~ing of our composition
series. The algebra All again satisfies the hypothesis of our
t~eorem (any primitive image o~ All is a primitive image of
A). te continue by transfinite induction.
2.2.16. GOF~112~J[. If A is a C*-algebra such that Alp is finite dim-
ensional V P E pri~A)' then Prim(A) has a non-void open Haus-
dorff subset.
In the remark before Theorem 2.2.15, it was observed
that a C*-algeora B with a polynomial identity has a finite com-
position series such that all the factor algebras possess a T z
structure space. In particular the first non-zero ideal of this
series has a T z structure space a~d by Proposition 2.1.9., the
latter is homeomorphic to an open subset of Pri@(B). Hence if we
co~bine this with Theorem 2.2.15 and another application of Prop-
osition 2.1.9., we have the re~uired result.
He are now able to prone our main theorerJ.
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Let A be the algebra. Take a self'-adjoint element
a e A whose spectrum lies in (0, IJ.
For any P e Prim(A), sP.Vpa(p) is a finite or countable
set with at most a as a limit point because a(P) can be re-
alized as a self-adjoint positive definite completely continuous
operator.
Let pet) be a continuous linear real valued function van-
ishing in a neighbourhood of' ° and satisf'ying pel) = 1 .
Putting b = pea) it can be seen that V P e Prim(A)
Sp~4/pb(P) is f'inite lying between a and 1. Let B denote
the intersection of the primitive ideals containing b or in
other words B =
Let Y = Prim(B)
P e Prim(A) ; b (P) = a J,be?) = a => p(a(P) )=0.
By proposition 2.1.9., B is again C.C.R.
and Y is in a natural way an open subset of' Prim(A)
now be shown that Y has an open Hausdorff' subset.
It will
Now b(r~) ~ a 't/ '11 e Y
the set of C) 8 Y f'or which
is eloped. By Lemma 2 1 10- .. .,
For n = 2,3, Let Cn be
SPB/So(1) C ! 0 U [~ , IJ J which
C is closed. Also since the
n
lIenee by Theo-
rem 2.2.13., one of the ets say Let q(t) be
a c on t Lnuou s real valued function satisfying '1(0) = 0 , 'l(t) = 1
:for 1t )"r and put c = q( b) •
1+6 
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Let D = B/J. The space Prim(D) can be i-
47
Then at every point or Or ,c maps into a non-zero selr-
adjoint idempotent and this is certainly true at all points or
the closure V or u.
Let J be the intersection or the primitive ideals in B
which comprise V
dentiried with V
Let e = c(J) ,then e is a selr-adjoint idempotent not
vanishing at any point or V
Finally the algebra cDe has its structure space Prim(sDe)
homeOMorphic to V. (By Proposition 2.1.9.) Now it rollows by
Proposition 2.1.9. again, that any pri~itive ideal in eDe is
of' the t'or-n R n eDe = eRe where R is primi t i ve in D
Thus the primitive homomorphic images or eDe, that is
sDe/eRe = eDe/R n eDe = eDe + R/R = e 1(D/R)e1 ' e 1 being the
Now D/R is the algebra or all completely continuous oper-
ators on a Hilbert space H. Thererore e 1(D/R)e1 is rinite
d.imens .ioria.l ,
Hence all the pr-Ln i tive images or eDe are rini te dimen-
sional. 'l'lH:.r8f'ore the Corollary 2.2.16 is applicable and shows
us that V has a non-void open T z subset say Z. Thererore
T = Z n U is 11 non-void open T 2 subset of' Y • T is open in
X as Y is open in X.
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Let I be the intersection o~ the primitive ideals com-
prisin£ the complement or T Then I is a non-zero closed
ideal in A whose structure space is homeomorphic to the T z
s',ace T. This is the beGinning o~ our composition series and
we continue with a similar treatment o~ All and continue by
t r-r.naf'Ln i te induction.
I~ A is a C.C.~. algebra whose locally compact struc-
ture space Prim(A) is Hau ador-f'f' then Proposition 2.1.11. and
Theorem 2.1.12., show that the representation o~ A on Prim(A)
gives us functions A with continuous norm vanishing at in~ini-
t y , ~ence"by a theorem in It!.P-. Naimark [1 J, (as
in tho norm II a II = sup II d p) II = II a II )
PsPrim(A)
under multiplication "by CR(prim(A) ) •
A is complete
A. is closed
2ect~~n~. rtepresent~~ion o~ a G. C. R. and C. C. R.
The representation theorem will be proved using the concept
or continuous ~ield of' Banach spaces which will be de~ined now.
Let T be a topological space, (E t ) tsT a f'am i Ly or Ban-
ach spaces over ¢. A vector field x is any element belong-
ing to II Et
teT
That is x(t) s Et ' V t e T •
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Let x e TI E t U V t 8 T , V € > 0 , :3 x' e rtcT
such that II x(t) - x' ( t) I I'; E: on a neighbourhood
o~ t then x e r
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More generally i~ yeT then a vector ~ield on Y
is any element o~ II E t •te:Y
2.3.1. Qe~init~~. Let T be a topological space. A continuous ~ield
lI3 o~ Banach s.£aces on T is a ~amily (E t ) t 8T o~ Banach
spaces, a subset r C E
t
of vector fields such that:
t8'l'
i) r is a complex vector SUbspace of' II r't •
t8T
i i) V t 8 T the set f x( t) , X e r lis dense in E t •
iii) V x 8 r the function t .. II x(t) II is continuous.
iv)
The elements of r are called continuous vector fields
Ylitil respect to r of lI3 • Let yeT and to 8 Y. A vector
field x on Y is said to be continuous with respect to r at
to U V E > 0, :3 x ' 8 r such that II x(t) - x'(t) II ,; E:
on a neighbourhood or to It is said to be contiwlouS on Y
i~ it is continuous at every point o~ Y •
i) If Y 8 rand g: T .. ¢ continuous, then g y 8 r
ii) and V ~ e E ,:3 x e: r.. to
See J. Dixmier (6] •
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2.3.3. De~inition. ~ = (nt' r) a continuous ~ield o~ Banach spaces on
T , then Y C r is said to be total i~ V t e T the set
x(t) ; x e y 1 is total in Et • That is the vector subspace
which it generates is dense in Et •
2.3.4. I):Q.,1)_o_§.ij;ion. Let ~ = (Et,r) be a continuous f'LeLd of' Banach
S~QCCS on T Let Y C r be a total subset and 1 the vec-
tor sUbspace o~ r generated by Y . For X e II E
teT t
the ~ol-
lO'iing properties are equivalent.
i) x e r.
ii) V to e T and V € > 0 , 3 x' e r such that
II x(t) - x'(t) II,;; € on a neighbourhood of to.
ii') V to e T and V € > 0 , 3 x ' e 'f such that
II x(t) - x'(t) II,;; € on a neighbourhood of to •
iii) V x' e r the ~ction II x(t) - x'(t) II is continuous on T.
... ') V x' W the f'unc t i on t ... II x(t) x I (t) II is~.ll e - con-
tinuous.
Pr_o_,?~: ( ii') .. (ii) .. (i) .. (iii) .. (iii') bvident ••
( iii ') '* ( ii I ) Suppose condition (iii') is satisfied. Let
to E. T and € > 0 • As is dense in Et o 3 x ' e 'f such
that II x(t o) - x'(to) /I < € By (iii') one has
II x(t) - x'(t) /I < € on a neighbourhood of' to. Hence (ii').
The next proposition shows us under which conditions a sub-
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set o~ II Et de~ines a continuous ~ield o~ Banach spaces.tel'
2.3.5. Proposition. Let l' be a topological space and Et ,t,e l' a
:family of' Banach spaces. I:f -t a subset o:f II E t s a t i sf't ea thetel'
G~icns (i) - (iii) of De:finition 2.3.1., then 3 a unique sub-
set r o:f II E t containing -t characterized by (ii') such thattel'
'3 = (E t , r) is a continuous :field of Banach spaces.
Proo:f:
~~-~-
Follows :from Proposition 2.3.4.
2.3.6. pe£~~ij;J.£!l. I:f 8 = (Et,r) ,8' = (Et ' r') are two continu-
uous :fields of Banach spaces on l' then an isometric isomor-
phism o:f 8 onto '3' is a family Cjl = (Cjlt)tET such that
i) Cjl transforms r onto I" •
ii) Each is an isometric isomorphism of Et onto Et .
We shall no~ consider the case when l' is a locally com-
pact Hausdorff space. '3 = (Et• I") a continuous field of Ban-
ach spaces on l' • 1" the compact space obtained ~rom l' by
Ccdjoining w a point at infinity. Put E' = B t • '1 t E 1', E':::O.t w
Let r' be the set o:f x E II L' such that xiI' E r and
tEl" t
II x(t) II ... 0 at infinity on T.
2.3.7. ErgJ2.o.'2..ij:Jon. 8' = (Et ' r') is a continuous field o~ Banach
spacuson 1" and B'!l' = '3.
See J. Dixmier [6] •
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2.3.8. De~L~Ltton. Let T be a topological space. A continuous field
of C*-algebras on T is a continuous ~ield (At' e) of Banach
spaces on T with each At being a C*-algebra and e closed
under multiplication and self-adjoint. A continuous field of
elementary C*-aleebras is a continuous field (_~, e) of C*-
nlgc'orus such that each At is elementary.
2.3.9. proposition. Let 18= (At' e) be a continuous field of' Banach
sprwes on T .8 is a continuous ~ield of C*-algebras i~f :3 a
t.o t r.L subset '¥ of e which is closed under multiplication and
involution.
f2:":oof: 1 the vector subspace of e generated by Y is closed
unclcr- multiplication and involution. The result follOYIS from
Proposition 2.3.4.
'~re shall now show ,lOW ~ = (At' e) a continuous field of
C·'-o.lgebras on T a locally compact Hauador-f'f' space, defines a
C':·-algebra. Let A = ! x a e ; " x( t) "
'I'h on A is an involution subalgebra of e
vanishes at infinityl.
v X £ A define
then A becomes a C*-algebra, andII _, II = sup II x (t) II
taT
the mapping x ~ x( t) of A into At is a *-homomorphism.
2.3.1C .L",m,na. Let I be a closed ideo.l in a C~:-algebra A.
'/ taT let It = x( t )
I - A 8 A ; x(t) 8 It'
X 8 I 1
V t 8 Tl.
then
See M.A. Naimark [27J.
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2.3.1~. !p_~~~~~. Let T be a locally compact Hausdorr~ space,
.3 = (At' e) a continuous f'Le Ld or C*-algebras on T, A the C'--
algebra derined by ~. '<j t e T and '<j SeAt' let Qs be the
irreducible representation x ~ S(x(t)) o.r A. Then S ~ Q s
is a bijection or the set sum o~ At onto A.
Let H t" t' 3 a continuous com-
plex function r on T such that r(t) = 1 , r(t') = O. Let
x <; A such that s(x(t))" 0 , then




~S' are not equivalent. Therefore the mapping S ~ Q is one
to one. Let ~ <; A , and I the kernel or Q. Let
It = ! x(t) ; X 8 I Let Y = t e T ; It " At 1 • By Lemma
2.3.1G, Y is non-void. Suppose Y contains two distinct points
Let V1 ,V2 be the disjoint neighbourhoods o~ t 1
and t 2 Let. K1 be the closed ideal in A consisting o~ the
X ,; A which vanish on the complement of' Vi' Then I -' 0 = ~ IS
therefore by Theorem 1.1.13, either K 1 is contained in
I . Say K1 C I , then It ~ K 1 t = At which is absurd as1 1 1
t 1 t: Y • Hence Y = ! tc 1 By Lemma 2.3.10. ,
I = ! x e A ; x(t,,) e Ito 1 Thererore Q is composed o~ the
~'--hodomorphism x ~ x( to) and an irreducible representation or
2.3.12. 0p£2~lar5. Let T be a locally compact Hausdorrr space,
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A the e*-algebra def'ined by ~. V t e T , let Qt be the ir-
reducible representation o~ A composed of the *-homomorphism
t ~ x(t) and the irreducible representation unique up to equiv-
alence o~ At
onto A.
Then the map t ~ Q
t
is a homeomorphism of T
Pro~o~: This mapping is one to one by Proposition 2.3.11. Now
let YeT , to e: T The intersection o~ the kernels of the
Qt ' t e Y denoted by I(Y) = I x e A x(t) = 0 on Y J • Now
Qt o belongs to the closure o~ the set I Q t t e Y J i~~
1(1 to j) :::> I(Y) U to e Y then 1(1 to J) ::> I(Y) • U
to t Y then 3 a continuous complex valued ~xnction on T e-
~ual to 1 on to and 0 on Y. Hence an x e: A non-zero
on to and zero on Y '* I(! to J) l> I(Y) •
Hence one can Lderrt i f'y T and A.
We shall now state a non-commutative type of' stone-Weier-
strass theorem ~hich will enable us to prove the representation
theorem.
2.3.13.De~~~ition. Let E, F be dual vec~or spaces with ACE, B C F.
A is said to separate B if' f'or every couple x,y of' distinct
points of B, 3 a e: A such that < a , x > i < a , Y > •
2. 3 .14.!!.l.ir.1J1'~1!.Jl.:tQ.~e-'![~.J-e:r:.~ tre,s.L')'.he.o.~l!!. Let A be a e*-algebra with
an identity and B a sub-e*-algebra containing the identity. If'
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B separates the weak closure 01' peA) (that is ptA)) then
B = A •
See J. Glimm [~].
The f'ollowing cor-oL'Lar-y generalizes Glimm's theorem to the
case that there is no identity.
2.3.15. C~~21~~~. A a C*-algebra, B a sub C*-algebra separating
ptA) u ! 0 then B = A •
~~~of': Let A be the C*-algebra obtained 1'rom A by adjoining
an identity. That is A = A + t e. Let B = B + t e and let
l' 8 p(A). Then l' is the weak limit of' pure states 1'~ on A
i1' l' I A is non-zero, one may suppose that the f~
non-zero. These are pure states of A theref'ore f'
A are
A e peA).
Hence :r I A e pm u oj in every case. Then if l' , g are
tV10 distinct elements of' pa) , f' I A and g I A are distinct
c.nd ':lelong to peA) U i 0 J , hence are separated by B Thus
- peA) - -:2 separates and by Theorem 2.3.14, we have B =A .. B = A.
2.3.16. .<:2.0_I'..Q.IJ.:.a.a • Let T be a locally compact Hausdorf'f' space,
~ = (At' e) a continuous :rield of' C*-algebras on T , A the
C"-algebra def'ined by ~ , B a sub C*-algebra of' A such that
f'or every t 1 8 T t 2 8 T , 1;;1 8 At , 1;;2 e At (1;;1 = 1;2 if'
1 2
t 1 = t 2 ) :3 x Eo B wi th x( t 1 ) = 1;;1 , x ( t 2 ) = 1;;2 then B = A.
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Proo~: By Proposition 2.3.7., we may adjoin the i~inite point
to T and auppo s e that T is compact.





o~ A • By Theorem 2.3.11., :3 t e T and a pure state go.v-
, such that r (x) = g (x( t )) V X eA. One may sup-·~t a. a. a.
a.
that the t tend to a point t e T • Let x e A sucha.
Hence :3 a pos I tive runct.i onat g on At
Now II x (t ) II ... II x( t) " = 0 .. g (x( t ))"'0
a. a. a.
that x(t) = 0 •
hence f'{x ) = 0
such that 1'(x) = g(x(t)) I/xeA.
Let ~1 ' ~z be two distinct oints of peA) u {oJ. We
shall show that B aepar-a't ee 1'1 and ~z and this corollary
riill then result from Corollary 2.3.15.
Let t 1 , t z I'; T and gi a posi tive functional on At1-
such that f'.(x) = gi(x(ti)) 1/ x c; A • At least one o~ the twoJl.
f'unctionals
Since :3 x 8 :3
t 1 ! t z ' :3 Y c
f, (y) ! r z(y) •
and gz is non-zero, for example g, • U
gz there~ore :3 ~ e At such that g1 (~) ! g z( ~).
1
such that x( t 1 ) = 1;;, then ~1(x) ! ~z(x) • If
B such that y(t z) = o , g, (y(t,)) ! 0 hence
2.3.17.Def.~~itiO~. Ii. C*-algebra is said to have a continuous trace if
it is C.C.R., its structure space A is Hausdor~~ and 1/ TeA,
:3 a e Ii. and a neighbourhood of' T, UT such that 1/ S e U, Sa
is a one dimensional projection in HS'
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For Q a linear operator, dim Q denotes the dimension
o~ the closure of the range o~ Q.
The phrase. "Continuous trace", is used because it can be
sho,vn that i~ A is a C*-algebra with continuous trace, then the
map S ~ Trace(S )
a
an inte~er n with
is continuous on A. V a e A
dime T ) " n. If TeA •. a
See J.M.G. Fell [9].
such that 3
2.3.18.Th_~~~~m,. Every G.C.R. algebra has a composition series
(I ) such that I /1 is a C*-algebra With continuous
p o"P"a. P+ 1 P
trace.
P_~oo~: By Proposition 2.1.5 •• A and Prim(A) are homeomorphic
hence oy Theorem 2.2.17, it is su~~icient to assume that A is
C.C.R. with A Hausdorf~ and to show that A has a non-zero
closed ideal I with continuous trace.
By a result in I. Kaplansky [22], there is a non-zero pos1-
tive element a of A such that aAa is commutative. Let I
be the smallest closed ideal containing a. Since A 1s C.C.R.
and Hausdor~f, the same is true for I. The commutativity of
aAa => dim(T ) " 1, If TeA. If Tel, a It Kernel(T) •
a
Hence If Tel, Ta is a positive multiple of a one dimensional
projection. Thus if S e I, we may apply to the element a
some suitable real continuous function f so that Tf(a) is a
one dimensional projection throughout a neighbourhood of S.
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Hence I has continuous trace.
We now have the representation theorem ror G.C.R. algebras
2.3.l9.Lh~£r~. A G.C.R. algebra C has a composition series
(Ip)O';;p~o.
isomorphic
such that each ractor Ip+1/Ip is isometrically-*-
to the C*-algebra or all the vector valued runctions
derined on a locally compact Hausdorrr space T, (Its structure
space), which are continuous in the norm and vanish at inrinity.
Proor: C is a G.C.R. algebra, henc by Theorem 2.3.18., 3 a
composi tion series (I) such that I II is a C*-alge-p o~p"a. p+1 p
bra with continuous trace. That is B = Ip+1/Ip is a C.C.R. al-
gebra and T = Prim(B) is a locally compact Hausdorrr space.
Every b e B can be represented as a vector valued runction, or
vector f'ield b' 8 IT B
t
where Bt is B mod t and b' (t) isteT
the homomorphic image of' b mod t. By Theorem 2.1.12. and Prop-
osition 2.1.11., b f is a vector valued runction continuous in
the norm and vanishing at inf'inity. This £'unctional representa-
tion preserves the norm. That is
II b ' II = sup II b'(t) /I =" b II (By Proposition 2.1.7.)
teT
As B is semi-simple, this representation is an isomorphism.
Hence B is isometrically-*-isomorphic to B' = ! b'; be B I ,
a C*-algebra of' vector valued £'unctions with continuous norm van-
ishing at inf'inity.
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A becomes a C*-
such that a
1 - a 2 = b 1 - b 2 •
a 2 - b 2 , then x( t, ) = 1;;1 and
B'C A = At hence by Corollary
A satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Definition
2.3.1., hence by Proposition 2.3.5., 3 a unique subset r of
II Bt containing A such that .3 = (B t , r) is a continuoust8T
field of Banach spaces. By Proposition 2.3.9., .3 = (Bt , r) is
a continuous field of C*-algebras and therefore defines a C.-al-
gebra A' • Now A':::> A by definition of A' and A'e A by
definition of A. Hence At = A. Now B' is a sub C.-alge-
bra of A and B' satisfies the following condition:
( r ) For any t 1 8 T , t z e T , 1:: 1 e Bt , I:: z e Bt (I;;, = I:: Z1 Z
if t
1 = t 2) 3 x e B such that x( t, ) =
1;;, ., x( t z) = I:: 2
since the ideal t, + t z is dense in B (Otherwise there
would exist a primitive ideal containing t, + t 2 which
would contradict the maximality of t, and t 2) hence
by Proposition 2.1.4., t , + t = B Let a',(t 1 ) = 1;;,Z
and a (t ) = I;;z where a, , a 2 e B • ThenZ Z
3 b, e t
1
, b z e t 2
Let x = a 1 - b 1 =
x ' (t 2) = 1;2 Now
2.3.16., B' = A
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2.3.20.C~r~lla~x. Every C.C.R. algebra has a composition series satis-
fying the conditions of the previous theorem.
Theorems 2.1.12 and 2.1.13 are due to I. Kaplansky [23]
and in fact J.I,l,G. Fell [8] generalized Theorem 2.1.13 to the
following case. "A a C~'-algebra all of whose representations
have the same finite dimension then A is Hausdorff."
The results about G.C.R. and C.C.R. algebras are due to
J. Dixmier [6J and the main theorems of Section 2, namely
Thuorems 2.2.13 and 2.2,17 are due to r. KapLansky [23 J•
For the definitions and results of a continuous field of
f~ach spaces, see J. Dixmier [6] and J. Dixmier and A. Douady
[7J. Corollary 2.3.15 the generalization of Glimm's Stone-
Weierstrass theorem was first proved by J. Tomiy~~a [31]. Cor-
ollary 2.3.16 is due to J. Dixmier [6] and a similar result is
proved by J. Tomiyama [31]. The result about C*-algebras With
continuous trace, nlli~ely Theorem 2.3.18 is due to J.M.G. Fell
[9J. Finally, ~heorem 2.3.19 was constructed using tLe results
of J. Dixmier [6], J.!.I.G. Fell [9] and J.Tomiyama [3lJ.
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Fepresentations o~ RinEs with Hausdor~~ Structure Spaces
by Continuous Functions.
Let A be a ring, prim(A) its structure space and
B= U A where Ax __ A mod x. In Chapter II, when ~ was
xspriffi(A)
a Banach algebra over the complexes ~ x s Prim(A) a notion o~
"continuity"
had no topolo~ical structure.ed as B
~or a vector valued fUnction e e IT A was de~in­
xeprim(A)
In this chapter a top-
ology will be introduced on B such that the induced topology
on A:< coincides with the original norm topology on Ax in
the case that the A are Banach algebras. The concept o~ a
x
vector valued ~nction or vector ~ield will be replaced by a
section.
In Section I we shall prove a representation theorem ~or
a biregular ring which has a purely algebraic structure. For
any biregular ring A, Prim(A) is Hausdor~~ nnd Theorem 3.1.11.
shows us that every biregular ring is isomorphic to the ring o~
global sections with compact supports in a shea~ o~ simple rings
with identity de~ined on Prim(A). In Theorem 3.1.12. the con-
verse will be proved.
In Section 2, a similar type o~ representation theorem will
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will be proved for an n-dimensional homogeneous C*-algebra, (o-
ver the complexes ), in the setting of a fibre bundle and using
the stone-Weierstrass Theorem obtained in Chapter II. Theorem
3.2.12. shows us that every n-dimensional homogeneous C*-alge-
bra is isometrically-*-isomorphic to the C*-algebra of all con-
tinuous sections which vanish at infinity in a fibre bundle with
base space A which is homeomorphic to Prim(A). In Theorem
3.2.11. the converse will be proved. Proposition 3.2.15. will
then show us the relationship between the spectrum of an element
of the algebra and its image under the above representation.
In Section 3, the question is considered as to what type of
representation theorem can be proved for a C~'-algebra whose struc-
ture space is not necessarily Hausdorff. Initially it will be
whereshovm how to define a topology on
Q continuous field of
UAt
tET
Banach spaces and T is a topological
is
space. Then the results of J. Tomiyama [31], who considered this
~lestion, will be stated, but no proofs will be given as this
question in a general setting will be discussed in Chapter IV.
Re~r~sentaJion of Bire~lar Rings using the
:rheor;[ of She~.
A ring is called biregular if every principal ideal
is generated by a central idempotent.
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E~am£le. Co(X, R) the ring o~ all continuous functions with
compact supports de~ined on a locally compact totally disconnect-
ed Hausdorff space X into a semi-simple discrete ring R is a
biregular ring.
D.R. Morrison [26] has proved the ~ollowing equivalent
statements for a biregular ring R (where R is with local unit
i~ R is the union o~ its ideals with unit).
i. R is biregular.
ii. Every principal ideal o~ R is with unit.
iii. Every ideal o~ R is a ring with local unit.
N. Jacobson [15] proved that ~or a biregular ring A the
concepts o~ primitive, maximal and maximal modular coincide.
M(A) will denote the set o~ maximal ideals with the hull-kernel
topology. Then M(A) becomes a locally compact, totally discon-
nected Hausdor~~ space and hence is zero-dimensional. As every
biregular ring is semi-simple and is primitive i~f it is a simple
ring with an identity, A/x is simple and has an identity
II x e Jl(A) •
3.1.2. p~~inition
A shea~ o~ rings, ( or simple rings) with identity is a
triple < S , '1t , X;> where:
i. S and X are topological spaces, '1t a continuous map
from S onto X •
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t i , F:ach point in S has an open neighbourhood which is
mapped homeomorphically onto an open set in X under
'It • is called the stalk over x and is a ring
(or simple ring) with identity.
It follows from (ii) that the topology induced on the
stalks is the discrete topology.
iii. The f'unc t Lon (s , t) -> s + t





iv. The runction which assigns to every x € X the identi-
ty l(x) of '}t-l(x) is continuous.
The zero of 'It-l(x) will be denoted by o(x) and it fol-
lows from (i), (ii) and (iii) of Definition 3.1.2. that the
map x -> O(x) is continuous.
3.1.3. ~~int1i£g. A section ~ is a continuous runction from an open
set U C X -> S such that 'lto~ is the identity. r(u,s) will
denote the set of all sections over U and it is a ring with i-
dentity under the point-wise operations. If U = X then we write
r(s) for rrx, S) and elements belonging to r (S) are called
elobal sections. The support of an element (J e r(u S) is the
sot x € X ; (J(x) ~ O(x) , x e U 1 • The supports of sections
are closed and if (J1(xo) = ~2(xo) then for some neighbourhood
of' x., say U ,(J1 1 = ~21u • ro(s) denotes the subrin-Xo Xo Xo
g of r(s) consisting of global sections with compact supports.
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a biregular ring let
denotes the function
Let A = fa; a e A A .. A is a ring isomorphism
a
and define
For a e A,
= u A/x
xeM(A)
s e A/x •
~
defined by a(x) = a mod x •
S(A)
where
: M(A) .. S(A)





as A is semi-simple and f x e H(A) ; a(x) ,j, x J is compact
open 't/ a eA.
R. Arens and I. Kaplansky in [lJ proved that a biregular
ring A contains the characteristic function of any open compact
set E C M(A) (where e is the characteristic function of E if
e(p) = 1 't/ PeE and e(P) = 0 , 't/ PtE ) • Hence we have
the following Lemma.
3.1.4. ~emma. If U S M(A) is compact open then 3 a central idempo-
tent e e A such that the support of e is exactly U.
3.1.5. k~~. Let < S , 1t , X > be a sheaf of simple rings with iden-
tity oyer a locally compact, totally disconnected Hausdorff space
X. Then:
1. For I an ideal of ro(s) , x e X and o: e I with
cr(x) ,j, O(x) then I contains the characteristic func-
tion of some compact open neighbourhood U of x.
i1. For o: e r (S) , Vi = ! x ; x e x , cr(x) ,j, otx) J is
open.
P f ( i ) ~-l(x)..Loa _,: L" is simple hence there are 2n elements











S10"(X)t 1 + ••• + Sn<J(X)t n = l(X). As ?t is a local homeomor-
phism and the topology of X has a basis of open compact sets
3 global sections ai' 13 i e roes) such that ai-ex) = s1. and
!3 i ( X) = t i , i = 1, ••• n. The set
U = lye: X at (y)0"(y)J3 1(y) + ••• + G n(Y).,.( Y) J3 n( Y) = l(y)j
is compact open as the set of points at which two sections agree
is open. After multiplying a1 and 131 by the characteristic
function of U and renaming them, we may assume that each (1.1-
and 131 has the compact open set U as its carrier. Hence I
contains a 10"13 1 + ••• + GnO"J3n •
(ii) If O"(x) ~ O(x) for some x e: X , let the ideal I of
part (i) be the principal ideal generated by ere E roe S) where
e is the characteristic function of some compact open neighbour-
hood of x. Then by part (i) there are G1 , J3 i E roes) and
a compact open neighbourhood U of x such that
a, 10"e J3 1 + ••• + GnO"e J3 n is the characteristic function of U.
In particular, rr(y) ~ O(y), V y e: U hence W is open.
We shall now show that for A a biregular ring SeA) can
be given a topology so that <SeA) , ?t , M(A) > becomes a sheaf
of simple rings With identity.
3.1.6.Le~~a. Suppose that a, b E A and that U, V are compac~
open sets in M(A). If s e: a(u) n o(v) then 3 a compact
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open neighbourhood W of ?t(s) with IV s: U n V such that a
A .... ,. '"
and b are equal on W. In particular a(W) C a(U) n b(V) •
A A
Proof: If' 7t(o) = X then a(x) = b(X) = S •
A A
{ X e M(A) ; (a - b) (x) = o(x) I is open. Since the compact
open neighbourhoods of x form a basis for all neighbourhoods
:3 a compact open neighbourhood W of x such that alW = b (W
and we U n V •
~
3.1.7. L~~. The set ~ = { a(u) ; a e A, U compact open in M(A) I
is a basis for a topology on S(A). 't/ a e A the function
a : M(A) ~ S(A) is continuous and open.
Proo%-: If s e S(A) then 3 a e A such that a + ?t(t) = s
that is a(?t( a ) = o. Hence S(A) = v 13 • That ~ is a basis
for a topology follows from Lemma 3.1.6 •
. 3.1.8. ~_~~~. Let g(x1 ' •• , xn ) be any non-commutative polynomial
with integral coefficients in n indeterminates. The map of the
given by < a l' •• s n >.. g( s l' •• s n) is continuous and
intoS(A)
and.. , On e S(A)
fold product ofn
s 1 '






open. In particular the ring operations in S(A) are continuous.
Progf: Let a (U) be a typical open neighbourhood of
del' .. , an) with a e A , U compact open in M(A) , and
7t(sl) = •• = ?t(Sn) = x € U. Choosing aI' •• , an € A with
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aj(x) = Sj ~or all j, by Lemma 3.1.6. there is a compact open
set W with x e W S U such that g(a1, •• , an)IW = alW •
Hence c a1~,Y) , .• , an(y) >; yeW 1 ,1S an open neighbour-
hood o~ < s1' •• , sn> which is mapped onto a(W), an open
Dubset o~ &(U) •
3.1.9. ProDosition. A a biregular ring, then < S(A) , ~ , M(A) > is
a shea~ o~ simple rings with identity.
Proqf: To verify condition (ii) o~ De~inition 3.1.2. that ~
is a local homeomorphism, let s e S(A) and let U be any com-
pact open neighbourhood o~ ~(s) in M(A) • Choose an a e A
such that a(~(s» = s. If 18(U) = I W; W compact open c.n u ]
denotes the basis ~or the induced topology on U then
18(U,a) = I a(W) ; W e 18(U) 1 is the basis ~or the topology in-
duced on a(U) by the topology o~ S(A). The map
7-la(U) : a(U) ~ U is injective and surjective and induces an in-
jective and sur~ective map 18(U, a) ~ 18(U). Hence ~la(U) is
a homeomorphism or a(u) onto U.
Condition (ii) is satisried by L~a 3.1.8.
We shall now show that condition (iv) that the map
H(A) ., S(A) , x ~ l(x) is continuous, is aatd sf'Led, Take any
compact open subset U of M(A) • By Lemma 3.1.4., 3 a cen-
tral idempotent e e A such that U is the exact support of
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e. But e(u) , u 8 U , being a non-zero idempotent in the sim-
ple ring r.-l(u) , is necessarily the identity of that ring.
Hence elU is the restriction of the map x ~ lex) to U. The
latter is continuous and open since the former is.
We shall now prove the representation theorem for a biregu-
l~r ring. ~e first need the following lemma.
3.1.10.L~~~~. If G 8 f(S(A)) is a global section and U an open com-
pact subset of M(A) then 3 a B A such that alU = p/U •
Pr~: By Lemma 3.1.7. A C fo(S(A)). For each point x B M(A),
= a compact open neighbourhood W(x) and an element ax B A
such that axJW(x) = GIW(x). U can be represented as a dis-
joint union U = U, u ..• V Un of a finite number of compact o-
pen SUbsets U" .• ,Un everyone of which is completely con-
tained in some set W(x) We may therefore assume that we have
n elements a" .• , an 8 A such that ai/Ui = G/U1• By Lemma
3.1.4. we have central idempotents e" •• ,en whose supports
are exactly the sets U1 respectively. After replacing the a1
with aiei and renaming them, we may assume that U1 is the ex-
act carrier of ai Now if a = a1 + •• + an' then alU = GIU.
3.1.l1.T]~_~~~. A a biregular ring then A is isomorphic to the ring
fo(S(A)) of global sections of < SeA) , r. , M(A) > with com-
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Proof': AS; r o(8(A» and by Lemma 3.1.10. r o( 8(A») C.A. Hence
ro,(S(A» = A •
We shall now prove the converse.
3.1.12.Tqeorem. Let < 8 , ~ , X > be a sheaf' of simple rings with i-
dentity over a locally compact totally disconnected Hausdorff'
space. Then roes) is a biregular ring whose maximal ideal
space is naturally homeomorphic to X. The ring roes) has
an identity if'f' X is compact.
P~2f': Let If £ roes) and U the support of' ~. By (ii) of
Lemma 3.1.5., U is compact open. Hence if' k: X ~ S is the'
characteristic f'unction of' U (that is k(x) = leX) if x £ U
and :C(x) = O(x) if' x It U) then k is a central idempotent in
the ring roes) The principal ideal (k) generated by k
contains ( 0") . Next we shall show that Ie e (0") • By (i) of
Lem~a 3.1.5. we have that U is a disjoint union
U = C1 U •. U C~ of' compact open subsets Ci of X such that
the ideal (0") contains the characteristic ~~ction of' each 01
and hence also k. Thus (0") = (K) and roes) is biregular.
For any ideal I of' r ,(8), let











Inlrt (i), if' x II. IT (I) then I contains the characteristic
function of' some compact open neighbourhood of x. Hence if'
l~ ( I) = cp then Icontains the characteris tic function of' every
compact open subset of' X and I = ro(s). Thus N(I) ! q; if'
I is proper. Since the characteristic functions separate points
of' X, N(I) cannot contain more than one point if' I is maxi-
maL,
Conversely, suppose that N(I) = {xl , then I is necessar-
ily the ideal consisting of' all the ~ s ro(s) which vanish at
"- For if ~(x) = 0 (x) and W is the support of' a then
x It -d. But by Lemma 3.1. 5. part (r) I contains the charac-
t8ristic function of' any compact open set not containing x and
hence cr e I. Therefore the kernel of' the map a .. 0"( x) is ex-
~-l(X)actly I and as " is simple, lis maximal.
Denoting the maximal ideal space of' ro(s) by M(ro(s))
the mapping cp :M (ro(s)) .. X which assigns to a maximal ideal
I the element x with N (I) = {xl is injective and surjective.
In order to show that cp is a homeomorphism, it suf'fices to
show that cp induces a one to one correspondence between the
compact open sets of M(ro(S)) and those of' X. According to
Lemma 3.1.4. for any compact open subset C of M(ro(s)) there
eXists a central idempotent k s ro(s) such that C consists
precisely of' all the maximal ideals not containing k. But
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every central idenpotent of fo(S) is the characteristic fUnc-
tion of some compact open subset U of X Hence <p (C) = U
and since the characteristic fUnction of some compact open sub-
set U of X is in fo(S) it thus determines a compact open
set C S; H(fo(S» with <p (C) = U. Thus M(fo(S» is homeo-
morphic to X. Clearly fo(S) has an identity iff X is com-
:pact.
Let T be a locally compact Hausdorff space called the
beese space and 'V t e; T let At be a complex C*-algebra. A
vector field is a function x e; IT At •
te;T
3.2.1.Definition. A ~Qll algebra of vector fields is a family A
of vector fields defined on T such that:
i. A is an involution algebra.
I I , 'V x e A the function t -. II x(t) II is continuous and
vanishes at infinity.
iii. 'V taT , [ x( t) ; X E A J is dense in At •
Lv, A is complete in the norm " x 1;1 = sup 1/ x(t) II •
taT
Hence A is a C*-algebra. As in Chapter II, a vector field
x on T is said to be continuous with respect to A if
V taT 'V € > 0, 3 x ' a A such that,
II x'(t) - x(t) II "€ 'V t belonging to some neighbourhood
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3.2.2. De~inition. A full algebra o~ vector ~ields A is said to be
maximal i~ it is equal to the set o~ all continuous vector
~ields with respect to itsel~ which vanish at in~inity.
This ~irst theorem is needed to show under which conditions
the structure space o~ a full algebra is homeo~orphic to the
base space.
3.2.3. TheoLem. A a maximal ~ull algebra o~ vector ~ields with base
space T such that each At is elementary, then A is home-
orphic to
proo~. ~ = (At' A) is a continuous ~ield o~ C*-algebras and
the C*-algebra de~ined by ~ is equal to A. Rence by Corol-
lary 2.3.12. A is homeorphic to T.
A a full alfcbra o~ vector ~ields on T is said to be
separating i~ ~or any s, t 8 T , ~ 8 As and ~ 8 ~ ,
3 x 8 A such that x(s) = ~ , x(t) = ~ •
~e shall now prove the type o~ Stone-Weierstrass theorem
which will be needed to prove the representation theorem ,
( 7heorem 3.2.12. ).
3.2.4. Stone-Weierstrass Theorem.
A a ~ull separating algebra o~ vector ~ields on
T a locally compact Hausdor~~ space, the base space, with
73 
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component algebras At is maximal.
By Propositions 2.3.5 and 2.3.9, A derines a uni~ue
continuous rield or C*-algebras ~ = (At ,8) where 8 ~ A •
As A is total in e x a vector rield is continuous with
respect to A irr x is continuous with respect to 8 by
ProDosition 2.3.4. Let A' denote the C*-algebra derined by
~ = (At ,8) • A is a separating sub C*-algebra or Al hence
by Corollary 2.3.16, Al = A. As Al is e~ual to the set or
all continuous vector fields with respect to A which vanish
at inrinity, A is maximal.
In the following two lemmas and theorem A will denote a
rull algebra or vector fields on a locally compact Hausdor~
space T with component C*-algebras At •
3. 2. 5. Ll:l!1J.ll1.tJ:. Let seT and 1t l ' •• ,1tn be a rinite number or
pai~1ise orthogonal non-zero projections in As' Then there
exists a neighbourhood U or s and n elements Pl' " , Pn
or A such that:
i) , (i _ 1 , •• , n ) •
ii) 't t e U , Pl(t) , .. ,Pn(t) are non-zero, pair-wise
orthogonal projections in At.
p~~~r.: Select n distinct positive integers wl ' •• , wn 'n
Derine B =.Zlw.1t then B is a positive element belonging to
J = J j
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As. Choose a positive element Z E A such that z(s) = B
and choose an € such that ft ~ € > 0 We shall now show
that:
a) 3 a neighbourhood D of s such that V t E U , z(t)






w. + € J , no eigenvalue lying outside
J
and also outside all [W
j
- € , wj + E J.
Fix j Let F be a continuous non-negative function on
the r-eals wh Lch is 0 outside [w j - € , Vi j + € J and I at
wj • Then (F(z)(s) = F(z(s» = F(B) 1 o. Therefore
II r(B)(s)' II to 0 hence 3 a neighbourhood U of' s such
that V t E U , II F (z)(t) II > 0 * F(z)(t) 10 => z(t) has an
eigenvalue in
Now choose a non-negative continuous !'unction G on the
reuls which is 0 at 0 and at each w. , j = I , •• n , andJ
all the intervals
, j = I , • • n • Then
is I at all points which lie outside
[ - €, E: J
(G(z»)(s) =
and [VI. - € , w. + € J
J J
G(z(s») = G(E) = o. Theref'ore " G(z(s» II = o.
Hence 3 U a neighbourhood of' s such that V t E U ,
II G(z(t») II < I and the f'irst part of' (a) holds. That is
z(t) has no eigenvalues at places where G is I. Hence (a)
is satisfied.
For j = I , .. n salect a non-negative continuous f'unc-
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tion k on the
j
and 0 outside
P .(s) '" Idz(s»
J J
reals such that k
j
[w. - 2 E , w. + 2E]
J J
= 1;)B) = 7t j. Hence
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is 1 on [w j - E, w. +E]Jo
• If' P. = kj(Z) thenJ
(i).
If t e U then by (a)
projection in At such that
thogonal projections.
P.(t) = k.(z(t» is a non-zero
J J
all the Pj(t) are pair-wise or-
3.2.6.L~. Suppose that seT , 7t 1 and 7t z are projections in
As ' and a. is an element of As such that ",*a. = 'It 1 '
Suppose further that Pl and Pz are elements of
A such that:
t ) Pi ( s) = 7t i (i = 1, 2); and
ii) there is a neighbourhood U of s such that Pl{t)
and pz{t) are projections for all t in U.
Then there is an element q in A, and a neighbourhood
V of s, such that q(s) = a. and (q*q)(t) =Pl(t) ,
(CJ.q~){t) = pz(t) for t in V.
~roQf: Choosing an element h' in A such that h'{s) = a. ,
and setting h = p zh'P1 ' we have
and for t in U,
(pZh){ t) = (hPl )(t) = h{t) •
(I)
(2)
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= (h(s) )"'h( s))~
For t in U, by (2)
hence, since P1(t) is a projection,
get) = P1 (t) g(t)P1 (t) (t e u) • (4)
Now by (3) (g - P1)(s) = O. Hence, narrowing U i~
necessary we may assume that
"(g-P1)(t) II <~(teu). (5)
Let ~ be a continuous non-negative-valued ~ction on 'the
reals such that ~(o) =0 and ~(r) =; i~ r - 1 I ~ i
Forming the element q = h.~(g) , we have ~or t in U
(q(t))*q(t) = ~(g(t))h(t)*h(t)~(g(t))




1J!(r) = r~(r) = ~ i~ r = 0 , 1
i~ I r - 1 I ~ 8 . (7)
Combining (4), (5), and (7), we ~ind that ,(get)) = p (t)
~or t in U; so, by (6),
(q(t))"CJ.(t) = p 1(t) (t e U) • (8)
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Now g(s) = h(s)cp(g(s» = <],"1 = a. ;
so (qq';')(s) = "'0.* = "2 = P2(s), that is,
(qCl~-P )(s) =0.
On the other hand, ror t in U, by (2)
(10)
P2(t)(qg*)(t) = P2(t)h(t)cp(g(t»Cl*(t) = h(t)cp(g(t»q*(t) =
(Clq*)(t) • (11)
In view of (8), q(t) is a partial isometry for t in U;
that ror t in U this cannot happen. Then, ror all t in U
(Cl(t»~'Cl(t) = Pl (t), q(t)(Cl(t»* = P2(t) ;
&nd this with (9) completes the proor.
3.2.7.The~~lrr' Suppose that s € T , and that B is a finite dimen-
sional*-subalgebra of A
s
Then there is a neighbourhood U
of' s , and a mapping p ~ x of B into A , such that
f3
i) x
f3(s) = f3 for all 13 in B
.,
ii) f'or ea",h t in U , i3 .. x (t) is a *-isomorphism
f3
of' B onto a finite dimensional*-subalgebra of' A •t
P~.9.oJ~: Let B
1 , , Br be the minimal two-sided ideals of
B ; and let ! f3~k 1j,k '= 1 , •• , n
i
f'orm a basis of Bi , where
 
   <   aiit   . . , (9) 
s  ( g';')(   J,(l   ?< 2  pZ(s)    
CJ.'1~ -      •  
    f        
pz(t)(qg.  '" < ( (t )q   q>  '" 
gq*)(    
    ge         j 
thus, ('1q'")(t) is a projection, which by (11) is contained in 
II (-0 -
,~ 2 
If (gq~)(t) k P2(t) for some t in U , then 
gg'; ) ( t) II = 1. By (10) and the continui ty of 
II (p 2 - q'1''') ( t) II , the ne igh bourhood U can be narrowed so 
 f         f      
q *q   l t) , t)(q(t  ,=   
,:e       f  
_ ~~.             
~'-sub g  f'        
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= [3k j •
Using Lemmas 3.2.6 and 3.2.5 we choose a neighbourhood U
of s, and e Lements P~ (i -= 1 , •• , r ; j = 1 , •• , nl) and




Pj(s) = I3 j j , qj1(S)= [3j1;
f'or each t in U , the orthogon-
al non-zero projections;
iii) f'ol' each t in U, i = 1 , •• , r s and j = 2, •. ,ni





















A C*-algebra A is homogeneous of' dimension n
if' every irreducible representation of' A is of' the same f'inite
dimension n.
We shall now show how to represent a homogeneous C*-algebra
as the set of' all continuous cross-sections vanishing at inf'in-
ity of' a f'ibre bundle ~. First of' all the def'inition of' a
fibre bundle will be given.
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A co-ordinate bundle ~ is a collection as f'ollows:
i) a topological space B called the bundle space,
ii) a topological space X called the base space,
iii) a continuous map p : B .. X of' B onto X called
the projection map,
Lv ) a space Y called the f'ibre and the set Yx = £1 (x)
called the f'ibre over the point x of' X such that
each Y is homeomorphic to Y.x
v) an ef'fective topological transf'ormation group G of
Y called the group of' the bundle. That is G is a
topological group and Y a topological space such that
~ : GxY .. Y is continuous and ~(e,y) = y where e
is the identity of' G and ~(g1g2'Y) = ~(g1,~(g2'Y»
V g1' &2 e G , Y e Y. G is said to be ef'f'ective if
~(g,y) = y V y * g = e. Then G is isomorphic to a
group of' homeomorphisms of Y •
vi) a f'amily {Vj I of' open sets covering X indexed by a
set J, the Vj are called co-ordinate neighbourhoods
and
vii) V j e J , a homeomorphism 'P
j
; VjxY -+ p-1(Vj) called
the co-ordinate function.
V x e V j' Y e Y
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X 8 Vi n Vj , the homeomorphism
y ~ Y coincides with the operation of' an
if' the map is def'ined by setting
Jini, jthen f'or each pair
'I' ° .
J1 X













f'or each pair i, j in J, the map gji : Vi
-1
def'ined by gji(X) = 'I'j,x 'l'i,x is continuous.
called the co-ordinate transf'ormations
x)
Two co-ordinate bundles ~ and 0' are said to be equi-
valent in the strict sense if' they have the same bundle space,
base space, projection, f'ibre and group and their co-ordinate
f'unctions f'l'jl ,f'l'~J satisf'y the conditions that
- , -1
s, 0 (:x:) = 'P,. 'I' . X 8 VJo n V
k
'
• J c.,X J,x
coincides with the operation of' an element of' G and the map
This is an equi-so obtained is continuous.C' • V n V' .. Gok, j' j 1:
valence relation, that is it is ref'lexive, symmetric (because
the map -1g ~ g is continuous) and transitive, (because the
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This next theorem will show how an n dimensional homo-
geneous C*-algebra can be constructed from a fibre bundle.
Let Mn be the C*-algebra of all n by n matrices over





the group of all automophisms of
where u is a unitary matrix in M
n
• Gn becomes
a topological transformation group of Mn in the simple conver-
gence topology over Mn• For ~ a fibre bundle over a local-
ly compact Hausdorff base space T , then Co(~) denotes the
family of all continuous cross sections of ~ vanishing at ~.
That is x is a continuous map from the base space into the
bundle space so that p(x(t)) = t
lir.l I I x (t) II = 0 •
t-+~
V t in the base space and
3,2.11 • .The2pe1!!. Let !ll be a fibre bundle with bundle space B, base




then is a n-dimensional homogeneous C*-
is homeomorphic with T •
~of': If P is the projection of B onto T ,
A = p-1 (t ) (t 8 T ) , !V) a covering of T by co-ordinatet
rieLghbour-hooda and led the corresponding co-ordinate funct-
d
ions then we can transfer to each fibre At the algebraic op-
erations and the C*-algebraic norm of Mn via the mapping
'i'j,t(a.) = 'i'j(t,a.) where j is chosen such that t 8 V • This
mill{cs each At into a C~-aleebra isometrically-*-isomorphic
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Ylith The operations in At
83
thus def'ined am;: independent
of' the choice of' j • Co(l;l) is a C*-algebra under the point-
wise operatiuns and supremum norm. In f'act it is a maximal fUll
algebra of vector fields with component algebras At. Thus by
Theorem 3.2.3 Co(Q3) is homeomorphi c wi th T. Hence Co (!j) )
is homogeneous of' dimension n •
Vsing the Stone-~eierstrass theorem we shall now prove the
rcr~csentation theorem f'or homogeneous C*-algebras.
3.2.~ T~~~. Lvery homogeneous C*-algebra A of' dimension n is
i sometrically- *- isomorphic wi th some Co (!j), where !j) is a
fibre bundle with base space A, f'ibre space Mn , group Gn •
Proo~: A is locally compact and Hausdorf'f' by Theorem 2.1.13.
Every a e A can be considered to be a f'unction a I : A .. B
def'ined by a I ('C') = (T, T( a) ) where B = ! (T, a.) ; TeA and
a. e T (A) l. S t A ' r I le = i a ; a eA. Then A is isometric-
allY-~'-isomorphic to A' which is a maximal fUll algebra of'
vector f'ields by Theorem 3.2.4, Theorem 2.1.12 and Proposition
2.1.11. We shall construct a fibre bundle with base space B •
For this we choose
i) A covering of A by open sets ! Vi I
ii) For each i a mapping f i of M
n
that wherever T S Vi the mapping
onto A, such
is a
VIi t       t!G;  
 o            
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onto T(A) • This is possible
by ThLQrem 3.2.7.
Def'Lrie 'Pi : Ui~J!n .. f (t, a.) ; T e Ui and a. e T(A) J
by 'Pi(t, a) = (T, Tr.(a)) then 'Pi is one to one onto. Let
J. 1
us consider the topology on p- (Ui ) induced by the map 'Pi
rrom U.xM .. p-tuJ.') • This induces the uni~ue topology onJ. n
-1
P (Ui n Uj ) • Therefore f 'Pi J defines a topology on B
end we shall now consider the space B endowed with this top-
olol',Y.
Let ~ denote the ribre bundle with base space A, bundle
apace B , projection p , Group Gm , t'Lbr-e Mm, co-ordinate
neighbourhoods ! Ui l and co-ordinate runctions 'P i l .
i) p is a continuous map rrom B onto A.
ii) 'Pi is a homeomorphism rrom UixMn" p-l(ui)
in) The co-ordinate transrormations gji: Ui n Uj .. Gn
def'ined by g .. (T) = 'P' T~l 'P. T must be continuous •JJ. J, J.,
This amounts to saying that ror each a in Mn, the
map a" [0 T (a) is continuous on Ui (\ Uj , where
g T (a) = 'o is the element of Mn d.ef'Lned by
r~(a) = Tri(b) • This rollows rrom the continuity of
the function T" II Tx II, 'i x e A •
A vector field x on A is continuous with respect to
A irf the map T" (T ,x(T)) is a continuous cross section
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of' !j) hence the f'amily Co(1j) of' all continuous cross secticns
of' !j) vanishing at inf'inity coincides with the maximal fUll al-
gebra of' vector f'ields A' • That is CO(!j) = A' hence A is
isometrically-*-isomorphic to Co(!j) •
Having represented A as a set of' £'unctions A' on A
we shall now see under which conditions the spectrum of' an ele-
ment a e A is contained in its image under this representa-
tion.
In the case that A is a commutative C*-algebra with iden-
tity, we have that A is isometrically-*-isomorphic to C(~A)'
(See Theorem 1.3.6.) and 't/ a e A, SPA(a) = {a'(cp); cp e ~Al
"{here a' is the representation of' a in C(~A).
Let A be a normed algebra over IR or ¢ wi th an iden-
tity. Def'ine VA(a) = {f'(a) ; f' is a continuous linear f'unct-
ional on A and II f' II = f'( e) = 1 J, 'V a eA.
3.2.l3.1'h~_2.l:em. A a complex Banach algebra with identity, then
V a e A, SPA(a) C vA(a) •
p_~: Let A e SPA(a) then Ae - a has no inverse in A.
Suppose that it has no ribht inverse, then (Ae - a)A = J is a
proper right ideal of' A. Since A is complete II x - e II" I
V x e J. Hence by the Hahn-Banach theorem 3 a continuous
linear fUnctional f' def'ined on A such that f'( e) = II f' II = 1
and f'(J) = O. Hence f'(Ae - a) = 0 * A = f'(a) e vA(a) •
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3.2.14. The@'~. A a complex C*-algebra with an identity. If' c is
a normal element of' A then SPA(c) S {f'(c) ; f' e p(A)l •
See C.E. Rickart [29J.
3.2.15.Propositio~. A an n-dimensional homogeneous C*-algebra with
identity, then
i) V a e A , SPA(a) S {(Ta l;, 1;;) ; T is a representation
of' A and i; e Er is such that (~,~) = 11.
ii) For c a normal element belonging to A then
SPA( c) S {(c ' (T )I;, I; ) ; TeA , I; e Er with ( 1;, I; ) = 1 I.
in) If' n = 1 then f'or c a normal element belonging to
A SPA(c) S ! (c'(T)I;,I;) T e J.. and ~ belongs to the
orthonormal base of' p~l •
P£oof': (i) By Theorem 3.2.13. SPA(a) C vA(a) V a e A, but
by Proposition 1.3.9. a continuous linear f'unctional f' on a
complex B*-algebra such that " r II = f'(e) = 1 is necessari-
ly positive. He ce vA(a) = {f'( a) . f e SeA)} • But V f' e SeA),
:3 a representation T of' A by Proposition 1.3.11. such that
f'(x) = (Txl;,1; ) , 1; e HT and II f' II = (~,~) = 1. Theref'ore
{f'(a) ; f' E SeA») C !(Ta~'~) T is a representation of' A,
1; e Em and (~, 1;) = 11 •
1
(ii) By Theorem 3.2.14,
Proposition 1.3.11, V f'
SPA(C) S {f'(c) ;
e peA) , :3 T e J..
f' e peA) I .
such that
By
f'{x ) = (Tx~' 1;) and II f' II = (I;, ~ ) = 1, l;, e HT •
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By Theorem 3.2.12. c can be considered to be a fUnction
c' : A ~ B such that
{f'(a) ; f' e peA) I c
(y,,?,;)=ll.
c ' (T) = T •
c





If' n = 1 then ~ TeA the dimension of' HT is one.
Hence ~ ~ e HT such that (~,~) = 1, 3 ~ e ¢ such that
I ~ I = 1 a~d ~ = ~~ where ~ belongs to the orthonormal
HT• Theref'ore by Proposition 1.3.12
= (T ~, 'l'I), ~ x eA. Theref'ore
x





!(c'(T)G,s) , TeA and 1,
and (z , ~ ) = 11 =-
of' H", I .
~
§ect~9P--2' Th~_~~~logY Def'ined by a Continuous Field
of--~~ach Spaces •
Let .3 = (A t' e ) be a continuous f'ield of' Banach spaces
on a topological space T Let B = U At and p be the nat-
teT
ural map f'rom B ~T def'ined by p(x) = t when x e A • We
will identif'y '\ and p-l(t) . ~ open subset Y of' T
E:> 0 and x e e let T(Y, x, E:) = {~ e B ; pO;;) s Y and
II i';;- x(p(~» II < E: I then !]j" {'r(Y, x, E: ) . Y open in T ,,
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€ > 0, X 8 e 1 forms a basis ~or a topology in B such that
i) the topology induced on the At coincides with the
norm topology on the At •
ii) x a vector field is continuous with respect to
iff x is a continuous map from T ~ B such that
iii) B'i1 B = l(b, b ') e BxB ; p(b) = p(b')J • Then the map-
ping (b, b' ) -+ b + b' ~rom B'i1 B -+ B is continuous,
the mapping (0., b) -+ b from ¢;xB ~ B is continuous
2Jld the mapping b -+ JIb II ~rom B ~ lR is continuous.
See J_ Dixmier and A. Douady [7].
J. Tomiyama [31] considers the question whether it is al-
ways possible to define a natural topology in the set R = Vl/P
Psl'rim(A)
where A is a C*-algebra so that A may be represented as the
algebra of all continuous sections defined on Prim(A) into B
even though Prim(A) s not necessarily Hausdorff. He shows that
if A is a C*-algebra such that there exists an appropriate de-
composition of Prim(A) then we get a locally compact Hausdorff
space X at each point of which a C*-algebra k is given and
setting B = U.A. and giving B the above def'Lned topology, A
xeX
can be represented as the algebra o~ all continuous sections
vanishing at i~inity defined on X •
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This result will be proved ~or an arbitary C*-algebra in
the next chapter using the concept o~ a uni~orm ~ield.
l~s and Remarks.
For the properties o~ biregular rings see N. Jacobson r15}
and R. Arens and I. Kaplansky [lI. The representation theorem
(Theorem 3.1.11) and Theorem 3.1.12. are due to J. Dauns and
K.H. Ho~mann [4J. Theorem 3.1.11 has been generalized by
J. Dauns and I{,H. Hof'mann [5] to the f'oLLow.Lng case. "A a
weill{ly biregular ring (that is ~or an ordered pair (I1• I 2)
o~ maximal modular ideals 3 e a central idempotent such that
ceIl and c ~ I 2 and n x : 0 where M(A) denotes thexeM(A)
space o~ maximal modular ideals in the hull kernel topology)
such that every proper ideal is contained in some maximal modu-
lar ideal, then A is isomorphic to ro(~) where ~ : E ~ M(A)
is a aheaf' o~ rings whose s talks are local rings wi th identy. tI
Theorems 3.2.3. and 3.2.4. were obtained ~rom the results
o~ J. Dixmier [6]. Theorem 3.2.7, the representation theorem
(Theorem 3.2.12.) and its converse Theorem 3.2.il. are due to
J.M.G. Fell [9]. J. Tomiyama and M. Takesaki [33J proved a res-
ult similar to Theorem 3.2.12, using Prim(A) as the base space
Nhich in this case is homeomorphic to A. Theorem 3.2.13. is
due to F. Bonsall [2J and Proposition 3.2.15. was constructed
ua f.ng the results o~ J. Dixmier [6], C.E. Rickart [293 andF.
Bonsall [2].
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The Representation o~ an Arbitrary Complex B*-Algebra.
In this chapter we shall prove a representation theorem for
an arbitrary C*-algebra. (Theorem 4.3.6.) In the previous chap-
ters the type o~ ring considered always had a Hausdor~ structure
space and hence we used the structure space as the base space.
Unfortunately in general the structure space is not Hausdor~ let
alone completely regular and as we shall be needing a general
type o~ Stone-Weierstrass theorem we re~uire the base space to
be completely regular. Hence we shall not be representing the
algebra over the structure space, but over a completely regular
space which is associated with any topological space.
In Section I the concept o~ a uni~orm ~ield will be intro-
duced and Theorem 4.1.4. proves the existence of a uniform field
given a topological group and a ~amily of normal subgroups. A
uni~orm ~ield is a generalization o~ a sheaf and a fibre bundle
and has the advantage of having non-discrete stalks which vary
continuously with their dependence on the base point. In Section
2 the type of Stone-Weierstrass theorem which will be used is
given, (Theorem 4.2.4.) and we shall then use it to prove the
representation theorem, (Theorem 4.3.2.) • Finally in Section 3,
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the generalised Gel~and-Naimark theorem will be proved using the
representation theorem. It shows us that any C*-algebra is iso-
metrically-*-isomorphic to the C*-algebra o~ continuous sections
vanishing at in~inity in a uni~orm ~ield with a completely reg-
ular base space, (Theorem 4.3.6.)
~<;:tion J.:.. A Uni~orm Field.
4.1.1. De~init i on, Let E, B be topological spaces and ?t : E ... B a
surjective continuous ~nction. B will be called the base spac~
E the ~ield space and the subspaces ?t-l(b), b e B the stalks
o~ ?t. A section is a continuous ~nction ~: V ... E where V
is open in B , such that ?to~ = IV" the identi t.y on V. If' 'If '" B.
then (J' is cecllen. "- [lobal section. r(?t) denotes the set of' {llobaJ.
sGctions and the set of' sections with domain V (an open set in
B) is denoted by r(v,1\ ) The map ?t : E ... B is called a field
o~ topological spaces i~ E = u 1~(V) ; V open in B ,
o-er(v,?t)l. E 'V E = !(x, y) e ExE; ?t(x) = ?t(y)l •
A ~ield uni~ormity ~ ~or ?t is a ~ilter on E 'V E such
contains t:. E = 1(x, x) ; x e El and thatthat each U e ~
luou-l ; U e~ 1 is a basis ~or ~ • For each section 0- and
each U e ~ , U(o-) = ! x e E ; x(x) e domain 0- and
(o-(?t(x)), x) e ul • Now i~ the neighbourhood filter of' each
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point x E E has as a basis the set o~ sets U(~) with U e ~
and sections ~ such that ~(x) E domain ~ and x = ~(~(x))
then the pair (~,~) is called a uni~orm ~ield.
Hence ~or a uni~orm ~ield the uni~orm topologies on the
stalks agree with the topology induced ~rom the given topology
on E •
I~ ~or a un.i f'or-m field (~, SU) the set rtv, 1t) is non-
empty then the set U =!(~,'t) e:r(V,~ )xr(v,~); (~(b),'t(b)) e: U,
't/ b E VJ , V e ~ is the basis of' a unfror-m structure on r(v, ~ ).
We shall now answer the question about the existence o~ uni-
form fields given ~ : E ~ b a surjective function o~ sets, ~
n full set of global cross sections that is
~ = !~. ~ .,
and ~ a
b ~ EJ, ~o~ "lB' 'II a e ~ and
field und f'or-m.i, ty for ~.
E = U !image a ; o: e ~ J
4.l.2.Q~.fil1ill.2.!.!. The g,uasi-interiors VO of U E ~ is the set o~ all
~airs (x,y) e: V which satis~ the following two symmetric con-
ditlons
a) 't/ a. E ~ with a.(~(x) = X • :3VeSU and (3 e: ~ such
that v(l3) c v(o.) and 13(~(Y)) = y
b) 't/ 13 E ~ with 13(~(Y)) = y • :3 V e:SU and a. e: Z such
that V(a.) C V(I3) and o.(~(x») = X •
If U = VO then U is said to be quasi-open.
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{UO ; u s ~l is a basis of ~ then
U s ~ , ~ s zl is a sub-basis ror a topology N(Z) on
E. The rinest topology on B making ~ a continuous map
rrom (E, N(Z» + B will be denoted by Q. Let T(Z) denote
the coarsest topology on B making all sections in Z contin-
uous and it is called the weak-star topology. The collection or
sets W n ~-I(V), W e N(Z) , V s T(Z) is a basis ror a topol-
ogy N(~) on E and (~,~) • ~ (E, N(~» ~ (B, T(Z» is a
unirorm rield such that Z C r(~) .
We shall now show that given any topological group G to-
gether with an indexed ranily {Gb; b e Bl of normal subgroups
or G, a unirorm field ~ : B = U G/Gb; b € Bl + B is con-
structed such that G has a h momorphic image n in the group
r(~) or all continuous sections of the rield.
4.L3.p-~ri~ition. A rield of topological semigroups is a rield of
topological spaces ~ : E + B all or whose stalks ~-l(b),
b s Bare semigroups such that the function
(x, y) + xy : B g E + E is continuous. A rield or topological
ero~s is a rield or topological semigroups all or whose stalks
are groups such that the function x + x-I : E + E is contin-
uous. A rield or topolo~ical rings is a rield whose stalke are
rings which with respect to addition ie a rield or topological
groups and a rield or topological semigroups with respect to mul-
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tiplication. It is a ~ield o~ topological rings with identity i~
each stalk ~-l(b) , b e B contains a multiplicative identity
l(b) , and i~ the map b'" l(b) : B ... E belongs to r(1t). A
le~t (respectively right) uni~orm ~ield o~ topological groups is
at the same time both a uni~orm rield o~ topological spaces
(~,~ ) , ~ : E ... B and also a ~ield o~ topological groups such
that [u n ~-l(b)x~-l(b) ; U E: «l} is the len (respectively
right) uni~orm structure o~ the group ~-l(b) ror each b E: B
and 't U E: 'U, 3 W e 'U such that (x , s) , (y, t) E; W and
~(x) '= ~(y) .. (x-Iy, s-lt) e U (respectively (yx-l, ts-l) E: U).
I~ the groups are abelian then ~ is called a unIf'o.rm ~ield
o~ abelian groups. A ~ield o~ topological rings is called a uni-
rorm ~ield of topological rings if it is a unirorm ~ield o~ abe-
li2n groups relative to the additive structure.
Let (~,'U) , ~ : E ... B be a le~t uni~orm ~ield o~ groups.
For each open subset V C B and ~or ~,T E; rev) set
(rr-l~)(v) = ~(v)-l~(v) 't v e V. Then the operation
(G, -r ) ... ~-l~ : r(V)xi'(V) ... r'(v) def'Lnes on rev) the structure
o~ a topological group whose le~t uni~orm structure coincides
With the natural uni~ormity or r(~) . We now have the existence
theorem for a topological group G.
4.104.Tll~_o~. For any topological group G having a neighbourhood
basis ~ o~ the identity inv2riant under all inner automorphisms
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and any f'amily 1Gb; b E; Bj of' normal subgroups let E be the
disjoint union of' the sets G/Gb ' b E; B and def'ine ~ : E ~ B
by ~(Gbg) = b and let g denote the Gelf'and transf'ormation of'
g E; G where g: B ... E def'ined by g(b) = Gbg. Let ~ be
the f'ilter on EVE generated by all the sets
U'= [(x, y) E; EVE; Y e x uj where U e ~. Then
i) (~, 'I.l) : (E, N(d:)) ... (B, T(~)) is a lef't unif'orm f'1eld
of' topological groups. The topologies N(~), T(~)
are the unf que weakest ones f'or which ('It,stl) is a uni-
f'orm f'ield with d: c r(~) •
ii) the map (n B)g ... g : G/nB ... ~ c r(~) 1s a unif'ormly
continuous injGct1ve morph1sm of' topological groups.
iii) [U'(g) ; U em, g e Gj is a sub-bas1s f'or N(~) •
i") !U( g) ; U e !l3 , g E; Gj where U( g) = Ib e B ; g E; Gb UJ
is a sub-basis f'or T(d:) •
See J. Dauns and K.H. Hof'mann [5J.
We shall now def'ine a concept of' boundedness f'or r(~) and
a notion of' Vlli1ishing at inf'inity which generalises the notion of'
vanishing at inf'inity in a normed space.
4. 2. 1. jJet:i.ni t i on , Let (~,'I.l),~: E'" B be a lef't unif'orm f'1eld of
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groups and ~(b) denote the identity of' the group ?I-l(b) ,
Vb e: B • Let r~ (,,) '" {-r e r(?I) . V U e SU where U '" u-l, ,
:3 n e m such that (-r(b) , ~(b» s Un , Vb e BI. Then
rb('ll.) is a closed normal subgroup of' r(" ) • If' B is com-
pletely regular and X a set of' compact subsets of' B closed
under finite unions then a section ~ e: r(,,) is said to vanish
lO.t infinity if' 't U e 'U , 3 C e X such that (~(b) , ~(b» e U ,
V b e B - C. The SUbgroup of rb (,,) of all sections vanishing c.
at in:f'inity will be denoted by
is fixed. If' B e i£ then rc{ 'It)
r 0 ( ", z ) or just r 0 ( 'It )
can b identified with
if' Z
br (?I) •
By a topological ring R will be meant a ring R with a
Hausdorff topology mlli{ing addition and multiplication as maps
RxR ~ R continuous. If A and K are topological rings and
K is commutative then A is a topologigal algebrR over K pro-
vided A is an algebra over K and multiplication KxA" A is
continuous.
4.2.2.:R.9.f'ini t t on, A uniform field ('" 'tl) , " : E ~ B of real vector
spaces is called locally convex provided 'U has a basis of' ele-
ments U such that U(O) n ,,-l(b) (where 0 is the identity
section) is convex 't b e B. A field of' complex vector spaces
is called locally convex if it is locally convex when scalar mul-
tiplication is restricted to the reals.
Frequently an algebra A over a field K can be faithfully
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r0presented as a subset of the set of all sections in a field
~ : E ~ B. A partition of unity is used firstly to show that
A is a module over the ring Ob(B, K) of all bounded contin-
uous functions of B into K and secondly to show that A is
isomorphic to rb(?t) or ro(?t) •
4.2.3.~nition. Let (?t, 'U) , ?t : E ~ B be a uniform field of
rings and F denote the stalkwise ring multiplication. A set
x C E is said to be multiplicatively bounded if :for any
U 8 'U, 3'.V 8 %I such that F[X V v(a)] c u(a). Suppose that
8 C r(?t) is a subring and for any lTt , lTz 8 S the map
F[lT1, (J'2] :B->~E is defined by F[tTptTZ] (b) =F(tTt(b) , tTz(b».
Then if C is a locally finite open cover of B and U 8 'U,
IT 8 8 then a partition of unity in S relative to tT up to
U subordinate to 0 is a function W ~ ew : 0 .. S such that
i) F[e w ' (J'] I (B-W) = a(B-IV) ,
ii) Z IF[ew' tTl ; W 8 cl. 8 D(tT) •
8 is said to have bounded approximate partitions of unit~
relative to itself and a set of locally finite open covers of
B if V U B 'U and tT e S and each locally finite open cover
o there is a partition of unity lew; W e oj in S relative
to (J' up to U such that ew(B) ex, V W e 0 and for some
fixed multiplicatively bounded set X C E •
We then have the following Stone-Weierstrass theorem which
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which will be needed to prove the representation theorem in Sec-
tion 3.
4.2.4.llio.!:~ll!. Let ('I', 'U) , '1': E .. B be a locally convex uniform
field of algebras over K, where
complexes. S rb ( ~)uppose " is a
K is either the reals or
Cb(B, R) module. Let
bA c r ('I') be a sUbalgebra such that scalar multiplication
KxA .... A is continuous and such that for any U e 'U , 3 a
zero neighbourhood N in K and V e 'U with ! (hx, ky) •,
(x y) e V , k - h <: Nl :::: U • Assume that A satisfies the fol-
lowing conditions:
a) A has approximate bounded partitions of unity relative
to itself and all finite open covers or B ;
b) the closure of A(b) in 'I'-l(b) = rb(?I:) (b), 'r/ b e B
and that at least one of the following conditions holds:
~) B is compact Hausdorff.
/3) B is completely regular and there is a family J: of
compact subsets of' B such that A c ro(?t, J:) then
i) A is a Cb(B, K) module;
ii) (0.' ) A = r b ( 'I' ) = r('I') in case ( a.)
(/3') A = r o ( 'I' , x ) in case ( 13) •
For the proof sec (51. The parti~ion of unity cn~lea the
authors to show that A is a module over the ring C (B.K) of'
all bounded continuous functions of B into K. Then using
this fact and the assumption that the closure of' A(b) =rb(?t)(b}
'r/ b & B • they obtained. that in the case B is compact Tz
A = rb(?t) = r(?t). and in the case B is completely regular
A = ro(?t.x).
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.ie will f'irs t of' all introduce ~he concepts of' partitiona
of' unity f'or a topological ring.
4.3.1.~tlliti<m. A subset X of' a topological ring will be said
to be ~ltiplicativelybounded if' f'or any neighbourhood U of'
zero there is another zero neighbourhood V with XV C U and
VX CU. A pair A, B consisting of' a topological ring and a
set B of' ideals of' A topologized in some manner is said to
have approximate bounded partitions of' unity if' there is a f'ix-
ex multiplicatively bounded set X C A such that f'or any open
cover B = U, U •• U Un ' a neighbourhood V of' zero in A,
and any a e A, :3 ek e n !b ; b e B - ukJ () X , such that
a - ae e V and a - ea e V , wi th e = e 1 +... + en •
Let A be a ring and B a set of' prime ideals with the
hull kernel topology. The advantage of' the hull kernel topol-
ogy is that it is compact if' A has an identity and is locally
compact if' A is a C*-algebra but unf'ortunately is rarely com-
pletely regular which would be desirable in view of' the appli-
cation of' the Stone-Weierstrass theorem 4.2.4. Hence we use
the f'act that if' X is a topological space, there exists a con-
tinuous map ~: X 4 Xl onto a completely regular space such
that all continuous maps f'rom X into a completely regular
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space factor through ~. This follows from the existence
theorem of adj oint functors [25] ~ lIenal!; if1 Bis a set of prime
ideals, h a continuous surjection mapping B ~ B' a com-
pletely regular space then ~, "n ~-l(b') for b' e B' is
an ideal and set II" !mb, ; b' e B'l. M is given the topo-
logy T that makes the function b' ~ ~, a homeomorphism
and M is then called the complete regularisation of B. 3
a continuous map cp : B ~ M such that m = n cp-l(m) , ';f m e M.
Let the canonical field A, B be denoted by ('It,SU) 'It •, •
(E, N(.!» ~ (B, S) where Q* = T(A), then associated with
this change of base space ~ : B ~ M is a surjective function
'It' : E' ~ 1:, a field uniformity SU' , and a full set of sec-
tions A where
~
a: H .... E' defined by a(m) = a mod m. Then
in order for ('It','U') to be a uniform field the quasi-inter-
iors of the elements of 'U' have to form a basis of 2.1' and
the resulting uniform field will be denoted by
(1t',SU'),'It' :(E',N(A»~(M,T*) where T*=TcA).
T ~ T* denotes the smallest topology containing T and T* •
Refinement of the base space in 'It' gives the new field
1t" : E" .. (H, T ~ T*). In order for (M, T ~ T*) to be
completely regular we must have T C T ~ T* and this is so if
V a e A and each open neighbourhood U of zero in A, the
set !b e B ; a It b + ul is hull lcernel compact. Then











We then have the ~ollowing representation theorem which
is proved using the stone-Weierstrass theorem 4.2.4. and the
existence theorem 4.1.4.
4.3.2.Theorem. Let A be a locally convex complete topological al-
gebra over the reals or complexes such that multiplication
and scalar mUltiplication are uni~ormly continuous on bounded
sets and such that A has a neighbourhood basis o~ 0 consist-
ing o~ bounded neighbourhoods and the ~ollowing conditions are
satisf'ied:
i) A has bounded approximate partitions of' unity rel-
ative to a set of' prime ideals B with the hull ker-
nel topology;
ii) [b E B ; a It b + UJ is hull kernel compact 't a e A
and any neighbourhood U u~ zero in A.
ill) For every neighbourhood U of' zero, there is a zero
neighbourhood W in A f'or which
II [b + 'N ; b E B J CU.
Then there is a set M of' ideals of' A with a complete-
ly regular topology T and a continuous surjective map
<p : B .. 11 with the hull kernel topology on B where
m =11 'I'-l(m) 't m E M • The map <p has the property that-
any other map of' B into any completely regular space f'actors
uni quely through 'I' •
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Let (7t', u'), 7t' : E' ... (H, T*) be the f'ield obtained
by f'irst f'orming the canonical f'ield of' A and M and
(7t' I, 'U') , 7t " : E" .. (M, T) be the f'ield obtained by ref'in-
ing the weak star topology T* of' M. (T* C T) •
a) If' c e A and B contains all maximal ideals, then
M is compact and any map ot: B into any Hausdort:f'
space can be f'actored uniquely through ~ and A is
algebraically and topologically isomorphic to rb( 7t " ) .
b) It: M is not compact then A is algebraically and
topologically isomorphic to r o (1t" , z ) where if'. is
class of' compact subsets of' M consisting ot: f'inite
unions ot: images under ~ of' the sets in (ii).
Fur-thermor-e A is a Cb ( l,r) module.
See K.H. Hot:mann and J. Dauns [5].
The condition that multiplication and scalar multiplica-
tion are unif'ormly continuous on bounded sets means that the
additive group ot: bounded sections does t:orm an algebra and
this condition is satisf'ied it: A is a Banach algebra.
We shall now show that any complex C*-algebra A satis-
fies the conditions of' the above theorem, where B = prim(A) the
set of' primitive ideals ot: A in the hull kernel topology.
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4.3.3.Definition. Suppose that in a uniform :field ('It, ~), 'It : E .. B
------~..-
of vector spaces over a normed field K there is a !'unction
" II : E .. [G,ro ], x .. " x II ,x e E satisfying the follow-
ing conditions:
i) , I x II = 0 iff x = O('lt(x»,
ii) II rx " = r I II x " , x e: E , r e K ,
iii) II x + y II " II x II + II y ", x 'J y e E V E ,
iv) !( x, y) , " x - y " < t:l , E: > 0 are a basis :for
'U then ( ?t ,'ll ) is called a normed field of K
vector spaces.--
Assume in addition: (T., ~) is a unif'or:n field of rings,
:rc = m or ¢ , scalar multiplication KxE .. E is continuous
and each stalk ?t-l(b) , b e: B is a Banach algebra in the in-
duced norm, then ( 1_, 'U ) is called a uniform f'ield of Banach
algebre.s and written as (?t, II " ). Since both r('lt) and
rb(~) are complete and since the usual topology on rb('lt) is
given by the Banach algebra norm
II a II = sup 1 I' <r(b) " ; b e Bj f'or a e r
b( 'It) , in this
case rb(?t) will be viewed as a Banach algebra. If' in addi-
tion there is an involution E ..... ::m , x .. x* with 'It(x*) = s (x)
and If x* " =, I x II it is called a unif'orm field of star
algebras. If' " x*x '1
2
= II x " , "I x e E it is called a













satisfying the following conditions:
+1





4.3.4.~~9JQq~i~Jon. Let D be an ~lgebrn over the field K of real
or complex numbers and A the algebra obtained by adjoining an
identi ty e so that a. p arvtd a h- order wi till posi tive- cone A.+ is de-
fin<ld on A
If' II, q are nets of positive elements such that
2
0 then andPCI p .. pq .. 0 qp -+ 0 .,
If I is an ideal then linear combinations of ele-
ments of' I+ = A + n I are dense in I •
v)
11) If 0';; a, b then 0,;; bab ;
iii) la; 0 ,;; a ,;; lj is bounded;
iv)
vi) If u -+ 0 is a net of positive elements then
!a ; 0 ,;; a ,;; uj is eventually in every neighbourhood
of' zeI'o.
If' now B is a set of' prime ideals of D such that every
proper closed ideal of' D is contained in some member of a
then D, g has approximate bounded partitions of unity.
See J. Dauns and K.H. Hofmann [5] •
We shall now show that a C*-algebra A with a positive .
cone A+ = la £ A ; a = d*d for some d £ Aj satisfies the
conditions of' Proposition 4.3.4.
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4.3.5.Lemma. The partial order or a C*-algebra A with an identity
satisries conditions (i) to (vi) or Proposition 4.3.4.
Proor: ( r ) Since e s A+ and any a e A+ generate a commu-
tative C*-algebra which is isometrically-*-isomorphic to C(~A)
where ~A is compact Hausdorrr. (e + a)~ exista, is positive
and commutes with a.
(ii) Ir a > 0 then ror any c I> A • 0 ~ o*ao (See J.
Dixmier [6]).
( iii) V a, c e A+ ir 0 ~ a .;; c then " a n c " c " •
H--ence ir 0 " a ~ e then " a
II ~ 1 •
(iv) Z hencerr o .;; a , c then ac a = (ac)(ao)*
"
2
II II ac ,,2ac a = •
(v) It will be shown that any complex linear combinations
rrom I+ = A+ (\ I are dense in Y •
-*I = I .. I + I~' c I, V a e I , a = z1 + iz z where z1 ' Zz
are hermitian. Every such hermitian element or I in turn is a
dirrerence or two positive elements or I. Thus V a e Y, a
is a complex linear combination or positive elements or Y. It
rollows rrom J. Dixmier (6) that there exists a net [u J C r+
>.
with 0 .;; u x .;; 1 , " u x" .;; 1 V x having the property that
f'or any a e Y+ , II u a - a II ~ 0 and " au - a II ~ o •x X











(vi) Follows as in the proof of (iii) •
We shall now prove the generalised Gelfand-Naimark theorem
which shows us that any C*-algebra can be represented as a fUll
set of continuous functions.
4.3.6.Theorem. A a C*-algebra, B = Prim(A) its structure space
with the hull kernel topology Q and ~ :(B, Q) ~ (M, T) the
complete regularisation of B where M consists of closed
ideals m of A such that m = n ~-l(m). Denote by l the
family of all T-compact subsets of M of the form
[m e l.! ; " a + m " ;;. e 1 , a e A , € > O. Let
(T>:" ,/I II), 'it I I : E " ~ (M, T) be the uniform field of
C*-algebras obtained by first forming the canonical field from
A, M and then enlarging the weak-star topology T* of M up
to T • For each a e A, a is the map - .a : M ~ E" defined
by a(m) = a + m e AIm, then the map A ~ ro('it", l) , from
-a ~ a is an isometric-*-isomorphism. In particular if M is
T compact then M e X. and A is isometrically-*-isomorphic to
r('!t",X) •
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member of B (i) follows from Lemma 4.3.5. and Prop-
osition 4.3.4.
ii) If' U = Ia e A; "a" < £ 1 then a e b + W for
b e B Hf ,,'a(b) II < ( • Therefore by Proposition
2.1.11. lb e B ; "a(b) II .. c 1 is compact.
ill) If U = Ia e A ; " a II c £ 1 then
n lb + {,J ; b e BI = Ia e A ; "a(b) II < £ ,
By Proposition 2.1.7. () lb + U ; b e Bl = U. Hence
The fields ~ and ~" associated with A, B are uni-
form fields of Banach algebras, hence rb(~) and rb(~I'). ere
Banach algebras. By Proposition 2.1.7. the map A-+J.. is an
isometry. Since for - I If a(m) 11 IIIa e A , II a " = sup ; m e
and II a (m) II = sup llln(b) " , b e B , b ::> m] it follows
that -II a II = " a II
Hence the result follows by Theorem 4.3.2.
In the case that A is commutative then we have that A
is isometrically-*-isomorphic to the .space of continuous com-












The concept or a unirorm rield, Theorem 4.1.4, Theorem
4.2.4, Theorem 4.3.2, and the representation theorem, (Theorem
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